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From r94z to rg44 the central organs and senior cadres of the
Communist Party of China held discussions on the hisrory of the
Party, especially of the period from the beginning of r91r to the
er,d ol g34. These discussions greatly helped to bring about
ideological unity in the Parry on the basis of Marxism-Leninism.
The enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee which had been held at Tsunyi, Kweichow, it January ry35,

had corrected the erroneous "Left" line pursued from early r93r to
late ry14, changed the composition of the leading organs of the
Central Committee, established the leadership headed by Comrade
Mao Tse-tung and set the Party line on the correct MarxistLeninist track; nevertheless, many Party cadres had not yet reached
a thotough understanding o[ the character of the erroneous lines
of the past. In order to raise further the Marxist-Leninist ideological level ol Party cadres, the Political Bureau held several

in ry42-43 on the history of the Party, and then led
the senior cadres of the whole Party in holding similar discussions during ry41-44. These discussions lrere an important preparation for the Seventh National Congress of the Party in ry41 ard
enabled this Congress to attain an ideological and political unity
without precedent in the history of the Communist Party of China.
"Our Study and the Current Situation" was a speech made by Comrade Mao Tse-tung at a meetilg of senior cadres in Yenan on April
discussions

12, tg44 orr the subiect of these discussions, For the detailed conclusions arrived at by the Central Committee on the errors of the

"Left"

opportunist line that was pursued from the beginning of
to the end ol ry34, see the "Resolution on Certain Questions
in the History of Our Party", which was adopted by the Enlarged
r93r

Seventh Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China and which follows as an Appendix to
this article.
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I
Since last winter, the senior cadres of our Party have been
studying the question of the two lines that existed ln the
history of the Party. This has .very greatly raised the political
level of these numerous senior cadres. In the course of the
sfudy, comrades have brought up many questions, and the
Political Bureau of the Central Committee has reached conclusions on some of the important ones. They are as

follows:

G) On the question of what attitude to adopt in studying our historical experience. The Central Committee holds
that we should enable the cadres to become perfectly clear
ideologically on the questions that arose in the history of the
Party and that at the same time we should adopt a lenienc
policy in arriving at decisions about comrades who formerly
committed erro(s, so that on the one hand the cadres understand thoroughly the historical experience of our Party and
avoid repeating past errors, and on the other hand all comrades can be united for our common endeavour. In the history of our Party there were great struggles against the
erroneous lines of Chen Tu-hsiu and of Li Li-san, and they
were absolutely necessary. But there were defects in the
methods ernployed. For one thing, the cadres were not
brought to a full understanding ideologically of the causes
of these errors, the circumstances .in which they were committed and the detailed ways and means of correcting them,
so that errors of a similar nature came to be repeated; and for

another, too much stress was placed on the responsibility of
individuals, so that we failed to unite as many people as we
could have done for our common endeavour. S(e should
take warning from these two defects. This time, in dealing
with questions of Party history we should lay the stress not
on the responsibility of certain individual comrades but on
analysis of the circumstances in which the errors \Mere committed, on the conteot of the errors and on their social,
historical and ideological roots, and this should be done in

the spirit of "learning from past mistakes to avoid future
ones" afld "curing the sickness to save the patient", in ordet
to achieve the twofold obiective of clarity in ideology and
unity among comrades. The adoption of a careful attitude
in handling cases of individual comrades, neither glossing
things over nor doing harm to comrades, is a sign that our
Party is vigorous and flourishing.
(r) Trcat all questions analytically; do not negate everything. The question concerning the line of the leadership of

the Central Committee during the period from the Fourth
Plenary Sessionl to the Tsunyi Meeting,2 for example,
should be analysed from two aspects. It should be pointed
out on the one hand that the political tactics, the military
tactics and the cadres policy which the central leadership
adopted during that period were wroltg in their main aspects, but on the other hand that on such fundamental issues
as opposing Chiang Kai-shek and carcying on the Agrarian

Revolution and the struggle of the Red Army there was no
dispute between ourselves and thc comrades who committed
e(rors. And even the tactical side needs to be analysed.

On the land question, for instance, their error consisted in
the ult(a-Left policy of allotting no land to the landlords and
poor land to the rich peasants, but these comrades were at

one with us on confiscating the land of the landlords for
distribution among peasants who had little or no land. Concrete analysis of concrete conditions, Lenin said, is "the most
essential thing in Marxism, the living soul of Marxism".s
Having no head for analysis, many of our comrades do not
v/ant to go deeply into complex matters, to analyse and
study them over and over again, but like to draw simple
conclusions which are either absolutely affhmative or abso-

lutely negative. The fact that our flewspapers are lacking
and the habit of analysis is not yet fully
cultivated in the Party shows that there are such shortcomings. From now on we should remedy this state of affairs.
@ On the discussion of the documents of the Sixth National Congress of the Party. It should be stated that the
line of the Sixth National Congress was basically correct,
since that Congress defined the character of the present
revolution as bourgeois-democratic, defined the situation at
that time as an interval between two revolutionary high tides,
repudiated opportunism and putschism and promulgated the
Ten Point Programme.a All this \Mas correct. The Congress
also had its defects. For instance, among its other shortcomings or mistakes, it failed to point out the very protracted
nature of the Chinese revolution and the very great importance of rural base areas in the revolution. Nonetheless,
the Sixth National Congress played a progressive role in the
history of our Party.
(+) On the question of whether the Provisional Central
Committee that was formed in Shanghai in ry1r and the Fifth
Plenary Sessions which it subsequently convened were legal
or not. The Central Committee holds that both were legal,
but it should be stated that the procedures for the election

in analytical articles

were inadequate and that this case should be taken as a his-

torical lesson.

(, On the question of factions in the history of the
Party. It should be stated that as a result of the series of
changes since the Tsunyi Meeting the factions which formerly

existed and played an unwholesome role in the history of
our Party no longer exist. In our present study of the two
lines within the Party, it is absolutely necessary to point out
that these factions did exist and did play an unwholesome
role. But it would be wrong to think that factions with the
same erroneous political programmes and orgatizational
forms still exist in the Party, aftet all the changes brought
about by so many inner-Party struggles - the Tsunyi Meeting
of. Jantary 1931, the Sixth Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee in October. 1938, the enlarged session of the
Political Bureau in September. 194r,6 the Party-wide rectification movemelt in rg42 and the campaign begun in the winter
of ry4 for the study of the past struggles between the
two lines within the Party. The old factions are gone. !flhat
is left is only the remnants of dogmatist and empiricist
ideology, which can be overcome by continuing and intensifying our rectification movement. But what still exists in
our Party to a serious extent, and almost everywhere, is a
more or less blind tendency towards "mountain-strongholdism".7 For instance, there is a lack of mutual understanding,
mutual respect and unity among comrades of different units,
which arises from differences in their background of struggle,
differences in the areas in which they work (as between one
base area and another and as between the Japanese-occupied
areas, the Kuomintang areas and the revolutionary base
areas) and differences in their departments of work (as
between one army unit and another and as between one kind

of work and another); this phenomenon seems quite commonplace but in fact it seriously obstructs the unity of the Party
and the growth of its fighting capacity. The social and historical roots of mountain-strongholdism lie in the fact that
the Chinese petty bourgeoisie is particularly large and that
tor along period our rural base areas have been cut off from
one another by the enemy, while the subjective cause is the
insufficiency of inner-Party education. The important task
now confronting us is to point out these causes, to persuade
our comrades to get rid of their blindness and raise the

level of their political awareness, to break down the ideological barriers that separate comrades and to promote mutual understanding and respect, so as to bring about unity
throughout the Party.
A clear understanding of these questions by the whole
Party, will not only assure the success of the present study
within the Party, but will also assure the victory of the
Chinese revolution.

II
The present situation has two characteristics: one is that
anti-fascist front is growing stronger and the fascist front
is declining, and the second is that within the anti-fascist
front the people's forces are growing stronger and the antipopular forces are declining.' The first characteristic is quite
obvious and people can readily see it. Hitler will be de-

-the

feated before long and the Japanese aggressors, too, are heading for defeat. The second characteristic is not yet so obvious
and people cannot readily see it yet, but it is daily becoming

more manifest in Europe, in Britain and the United States
and in China.
The growth of the people's forces in China has to be explained with our Party as the centre of the picture.

The growth of our Party during the \Var of Resistance
Against Japat can be divided into three stages. The first
stage was fuom ry17 to rg4o. In 1937 and 1938, the first two
years of this stage, the Japanese militarists took the Kuomintang seriously and the Communist Party lightly; therefore
they threw their main forces against the Kuomintang front
and, in their policy towards the Kuomintang, military attack
was primary and political inducement to bring about capitulation was supplementary; they did not take the Communistled anti-Japanese base areas seriously, believing that these
amounted to only a handful of Communists engaged in guerrilla actions. But after occupying \7uhan in October 1918,
the Japanese imperialists began to change their policy and
to take the Communist Party seriously and the Kuomintang
lightly. In their policy towards the Kuomintang, political
inducement to bring about capitulation became primary and
military attack supplementary, while at the same time they
gradually shifted their main forces to deal with the Communists. For the Japanese imperialists now felt it was no
longer the Kuomintang, but the Communist Party, that was
to be feared. In ry37 and 1918, the Kuomintang put rather
more effort into the War of Resistance, its relations with
our Party were comparatively good and it permitted rather
more freedom, although imposing many restrictions on the
people's anti-Japanese movement. After the fall of 'Wuhan,
however, because of its defeats in the war and its increasing
hostility towards the Communist Party, the Kuomintang
gradually became more reactioflary, more active against the

Communists and more passive in the war against Japan. In
rgTl, as a result o[ the setbacks in the civil war period, the
Communist Party had only about 4o,ooo organized members
and an army of 3o,ooo men; hence it was taken lightly by
the Jhpanese militarists. But by r94o the Party's member-

ship had risen to 8oo,ooo, our army had grown to nearly
,oo,ooo, and the population of the base areas, including
ghose paying grain tax only to us and those paying it both
to us and to the Japanese and puppets,s totalled about
roo,ooo,ooo. In the course of several years our Party had
opened up such an extensive theatre of wat, the Liberated
Areas, that for no less than five and a half yea(s we w€re
able to prevent any strategic offensive by the main forces
of the Japanese invaders against the Kuomintang front, draw
these forces around ourselves, extricate the Kuomintang from
the crisis in its theatre of war and maintain the protracted
\War of Resistance. But during that stage some comrades
in our Party committed an error; they underestimated Japanese imperialism (and so disregarded the protracted and
ruthless nature of the war, maintained that mobile watf.arc
with large formations should be primary and belittled guerrilla warfare), placed reliance on the Kuomintang, and failed
to pursue soberly an independent policy (hence their capitulationism towards the Kuomintatg and their vacillation in
applying the policy of boldly and freely arousing the masses
to establish anti-Japanese democratic base areas behind the
enemy lines and greatly espanding the armed forces led by
our Party). Meanwhile our Party had recruited large numbers
of new members who were still inexperienced, and all the
base areas in the enemy's rear were newly established and
not y€t consolidated. During this stage, a kind of conceit
appeared within the Party because of the favourable develop-

of the general situation and the growth of our Party
and armed forces, and many members became swelledheaded. During this stage, however, we overcame the Right
ment

deviation in the Party and carried out an independent policy;
we not only hit Japanese imperialism hard, created base
areas and expanded the Eighth Route and the New Fourth
Armies, but also repulsed the first large-scale anti-Communist
onslaught by the Kuomintang.
The years ry4r and ry42 fotmed the second stage. The
Japanese imperialists, in order to prepare and prosecute the
war against Bdtain and the United States, pursued more
actively the policy to which they had switched after the fall
of Wuhan, the policy of concentrating on the Communist
Party ar,d not on the Kuomintang. They massed a still
larger par.t of their main forces around all the Communist-led

base areas, conducted one "mopping-up" operation after
another, and executed the ruthless policy of "burn all, kill
all, loot all", concentrating their attacks on our Party. As
a result, in those two years t94t-42, our Party was placed

in an ,extremely difficult position. During this stage its base
areas shrank in size, the population fell to underyo,ooo,ooo,
the Eighth Route Army w,as reduced to 3oo,ooo, the loss of
cadres \yas very gteat, and our finances and economy were
very heavily strained. Meanwhile, the Kuomintang, finding
its hands free, moved against our Party in a thousand and
one ways, unleashed its second large-scale antiCommunist
onslaught and attacked us in co-ordination with the Japanese imperialists. But this difficult position served to educate us Communists and we learned many things. We
learned how to combat the enemy's "mopping-up" operations,
his policy of "nibbling" our territory, his "tighren public
security" campaign,s his policy of "burn all, kill all, loot all',

and his policy of extorting political recantations. \7e learned
or began to learn how to carry out the Three Thirds System
in the state organs of the united front, how to catry out the
land policy, the rectification movement to correct our style

study, style in Pafty rclatiors aad style of writing, the
policy of picked troops and simplified administration, the
policy o[ unified leadership, the movement for supporting
the government and cherishing tl,e people, and the development of production. And we ovetcame many shortcomings,
including the conceit of many people that had atisen during
the first stage. Although our losses in the second stage were
very heavy, we held our ground; we repulsed the offensives
of the Japanese invaders and also the second large-scale antiCommunist onslaught of the Kuomintang. The Kuomintang's attacks on the Communist Party and the struggles we
had to wage in self-defence gave rise to a kind of ultra-Left
deviation in the Party, one example being the belief that
Kuomintang-Communist co-operation would soofl break
down, with the result that excessive attacks were made on
the landlords and unity with public figures outside the Parry
was neglected. But we overcame this deviation also. In
the struggle to counter the friction created by the Kuomintang we affirmed the principle of waging struggles "with
good reason, with advantage and with restraint", in united
front work we pointed out the necessity of "unity, struggle,
unity through struggle". Thus we maintained the antiJapanese national united front throughout the country as well
as in the base areas.
The third stage extends from 1943 to the present. Our
various policies have become more effective and, in pafticular, the rectification movement and the development of
production have yielded results of a fundamental flature,

of

thereby making our Party invincible both ideologically and
materially. Moreover, last year we learned, or began to
learn, how to carry out the policy on the examination of the
histories of cadres and the policy on combating secret agents.

It is in these circumstances that our base areas have again
expanded, that the population has risen to over 8o,ooo,ooo,
including those paying the grain tax only to us and those
paying both to us and to the Japanese and puppets, that our
army has gro\yn to 47o,ooo and our people's militia to
2,27o,ooo, and that our Party membership has reached
goo,ooo and more.

h ry4 the Japanese militarists rqade no appreciable change
in their policy towards China and continued to direct their
main attacks at the Communist Party. For more than three
years, from tg4r to the present, over 6o per cent of the

in China have been pressing hard on the
anti-Japanese base areas led by our Party. During these
years the several hundred thousand Kuomintang troops who
were left behind the enemy lines have been unable to withJapanese troops

stand the blows

of

Japanese imperialism; about

half

sur-

rendered and about half were wiped out, the number of those
who survived and made good their withdrawal being very
small. Those Kuomintang troops who surrendered to the
enemy have turned and attacked our Party, and our Party
has had to resist over 90 per cent of the puppet troops. The

Kuomintang has only had to resist less than 4o per cent
of the Japanese forces and less than ro per cent of the puppet
troops. For fully five and a halt years since the fall of
'Wuhan in October 1918, the
Japanese militarists have not
launched any strategic offensives on the Kuomintang front;
there have been only a few relatively big operations (in

and Changteh), and even those were mere raids, while they
concentrated their main attention on the anti-Japanese base
areas led by our Party. In this situation, the Kuomintang has
pursued the policy of "rctreatine into the mountains" and
"watching others fight", simply staving off blows when the
enemy advanced and looking on with folded arms when he
withdrew. In ry4r, the Kuomintang became even more reactionary in its dornestic policy and made its third large-scale
anti-Communist onslaught, which we again repulsed.
From ry43 to the spring of this year, the Japanese aggressors have been steadily losing ground in the Pacific theatre,
the United States has been intensifying its counter-offensive
and now, in the West, Hitler is tottering under the heavy
blows of the Soviet Red Army. In an effort to avert their
doom, the Japanese imperialists have conceived the idea of
forcing open the Peiping-Hankow and Hankow-Canton Railways for through traffic and, since they have not yet succeeded in their policy of inducing the Kuomintang in Chungking to capitulate, they have found it necessary to strike it
another blow; hence their plan for a large-scale offensive on
the Kuomintang front this year. The Honan campaignlo has
been going on for over a month. Ihe enemy forces there
amount to only a few divisions, yet several hundred thousand
Kuomintang troops have collapsed without a battle, and
only the "miscellaneous brands" of troops have been able
to put up some sort of fight. In Tang En-po's command,

Chekiang-Kiangsi, Changsha, western Hupeh, southern Honan

utter disorder prevails, with the officers estranged from
their men ancl the troops from the people, and more than
two-thirds of his total forces have been lost. Likewise, the
divisions rvhich Hu Tsung-nan dispatched to Honan collapsed at their first encounter with the enemy. This is
wholly the result of the reactiorary policies which the Kuo-
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mintang'has rigorously enforced for the past few years. During the five and a half years since the fall of Y/uhan, the
theatre of war of the Liberated Areas led by the Communist
Party has borne the brunt of resisting the main forces of the
Japanese and the puppets; and although there may be some
change in the future, this cap only be tempotary because
the Kuomintang, rendered utterly degenerate by its reactionary policy of passive resistance to Japat and active opposi-

tion to the Communists, is bound to suffer serious reverses.
I(hen that happens, our Party's task in fighting the enemy
and the puppets will become heavier still. lWhat the
Kuomintang has gained from looking on with folded arms
for five and a half years is the loss of its fighting capacity.
V/hat the Communist Party has gaircd from fighting and
struggling hard for five and a half ygars is the strengthening
of its fightirg capacity. This is what will decide China's
destiny.

Comrades can see

for

themselves that

in the seven

years

since July ry37 the people's democratic forces under the
leadership of our Party have gone through three phases a rise, a decline and a new rise. V(e have beaten back
the ferocious attacks of the Japanese invaders, established
extensive revolutionary base areas, Sreatly expanded the
Party and the army, repulsed three latge-scale anti-Communist onslaughts by the Kuomintang and overcome the
erroneous Right and "Left" ideologies in the Patty; and the
whole Party has gained much valuable experience. This
sums up our work over the past seven years.

Our present task is to prepare ourselves for a still greater
'We must prepare to drive the
responsibility.
Japanese invaders out of China, rro matter what the circumstances. To
enable our Party

to

shoulder this responsibility, we must
L2

further expand and further consolidate our Party, our army
and base areas, pay attention to work in the big cities and
along the main lines of communication and raise the rvork
in the cities to a position of equal importaflce rvith that in
the base areas.
As to our work in the base areas, during the first stage
these areas were greatly expanded but not consolidated, and
so in the second stage they contracted as soofl as they came
under the heavy blows of the enemy. In the second stage all
the anti-Japanese base areas led by our Party went through
a hard tempering process and improved greatly as compared
with the first stage; the cadres and Par.ty members considerably advanced their ideological and political level, and
learned many things they did not know before. But it takes
time to cladfy thinking and to study policy, and we have
still much to learn. Qur Party is not yet sufficiently strong,
not yet sufficiently united or consolidated, and so cannot
yet take on greater responsibility than we now carry. From
now on the problem is further to expand and consolidate
our Party, our army and base areas in the continued prosecution of the War of Resistance; this is the first indispensable item in our ideological and rflaterial preparation for
the gigantic work of the future. Without this preparation,
yre shall not be able to drive out the Japanese invaders and
liberate the whole of China.
Our work in the big cities and along the main lines of
communication has always been very inadequate. If now
we do not strive to rally around our Party the tens of
millions of the toiling masses and other people oppresscd
by the Japanese imperialists in the big cities and along the
main lines of communication, and do not prepare armed
mass insurrections, our army and rural base areas will face
l3

all sorts of difficulties for lack of co-ordination with the
cities. For more than ten years we have been in the countryside and have had to encourage people to know the coun-

tryside well and to build the rural base areas. During
these ten years and more the task of preparing insurrections
in the cities, as decided by the Party's Sixth National Congress, \il/as not and could not have been carried out. But
now it is different, and the resolution of the Sixth National
Congress rvill be carried out after the Seventh National
Congress. This Congress will probably be held soon and
will discuss the problems of strengthening our work in the
cities and winning country-wide victory.
The industrial conference of the Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia
Border Region, now in session, is of great significance. In
ryj7 the number ol factory workers in the Border Region
was only 7oo, it increased to 7,ooo by ry42 and is now t2,ooo.
These figures are not to be treated lighdy. !7hi1e we are
in the base areas, we must learn how to administer the
industry, commerce and communications of big cities, otherrvise we shall not know what to do when the time comes.
Thus the second indispensable item in our ideological and
material preparation for the future is to otganize for armed
insurrections in the big cities and along the main lines of
communication and to learn how to administer industry and
commerce. Without this preparation too, we shall not be
able to drive out the Japanese invaders and liberate the
whole of China.
III

In order to win new victories we must call on the Party's
rid of their baggage and start up the machinery.

cadres to get
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baggage" means to free our minds of
many encumbrances. Many things may become baggage,
become encumbrances, if we cling to them blindly and
uncritically. Let us take some illustrations. Having made
mistakes, you may feel that, come what may, you are saddled
with them, and so become dispirited; if you have not made
mistakes, you may feel that you are free from etror and so
become conceited. Lack of achievement in work may breed
pessimism and depression, while achievement may breed
pride and arrogance. A comrade with a short record of
struggle may shirk responsibility on this account, while a
veteran may become opinionated because of his long record
of struggle. Worker and peasant comrades, because of the
glory of their class origin, may look down upon intellectuals,
while intellectuals, because they have a certain amount of
knowledge, may look down upon workers and pcasants. Any
specialized skill may be capitalized on and so may lead
to arrogance and contempt of others. Even one's age may
become ground for conceit. The young, because they are
bright and capable, may look down upon the old; and the
old, because they are rich in experience, may look down
upon the young. All such things become encumbrances or
baggage if there is no critical awareness. An important
reason why some comrades are very lofty, isolating them-selves
from the masses and making repeated mistakes, is
that they carry such baggage. Thus, a prerequisite for
maintaining close links with the masses and making fewer
rnistakes is to examine one's baggage, to get rid of it and
so emancipate the mind. There have been several occasions
in the history of our Party when great conceit manifested
itself, and we suffered in consequence. The first was in
the early half of ry27. The Northern Expeditionary Army

"To get rid of
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had reached !7uhan, and some comrades became so proud
and overweening as to forget that the Kuomintang was about
to assault us. The result was the error of the Chen Tuhsiu line, which brought defeat to the revolution. The second
occasion was in r93o. Taking advantage of Chiang Kaishek's large-scale war against Feng Yu-hsiang and Yen Hsishan,ll the Red Army won a number of battles, and again
some comrades became proud and overweening. The result
was the error of the Li Li-san line, again causing some losses
to the reyolutionary forces. The third occasion was in r93r.
The Red Army had smashed the Kuomintang's third "encirclement and suppression" campaign and, immediately afterwards, faced with the Japanese invasion, the people throughout the country started the stormy and heroic anti-Japanese
moyement; and agait some comrades became proud and
overweening. The result was an even more serious error of
political line, which cost us about 9o per cent of the revolutionary forces that we had built up with so much toil. The
fourth occasion was in 1938. The lVar of Resistance had
begun and the united front had been established; and once
again some comrades became proud and overweening. As
a result they committed an error somev/hat similar to the

line. This time the revolutionary work suffered serious damage in those places where the effects of
these comrades' erroneous ideas were more especially pronounced. Comrades throughout the Party should take warning from these instances of pride and error. Recently we
have reprinted Kuo Mo-jo's essay on Li Tzu-cheng,l2 so that
comrades may also take warning from this story and nol
repeat the error of becoming conceited at the moment of

"To start up the machinery to work" means to make good
of the organ of thought. Although some people carry no
baggage and have the virtue of close contact with the masses,
they fail to accomplish anything because they do not know
how to think searchingly or are unwilling to use their brains
to think much and think hard. Others refuse to use their
brains because they arc carrying baggage which cramps their
intellect. Lenin and Stalin often advised people to use their
use

brains, and we should give the same advice. This mechanism,
the brain, has the special function of thinking. Mencius said,

"The office of the mind is to think."13 He defined the
function of the brain correctly. We should always use our
brains and think everything over carefully. A common saying goes, "Knit the brows and you will hit upon a stratagem."

In other wotds, much thinking yields wisdom. In order to
get dd of the practice of acting blindly which is so common
in orr. Party, we mus! encourage our comrades to think, to
learn the method of analysis and to cultivate the habit of
analysis. There is all too little of this habit in our Party.

If we get rid of our baggage and star! up the machinery,
if we march with light packs and know how to think hard,
then we are sure to triumPh.

Chen Tu-hsiu

success.
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NOTES
I The Fourth Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee of tbe
of China was held in January r91'
2 The Tsunyi Meeting was the enlarged meeting of the Political
Bureau calle d by the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Communist Party

China at Tsunyi, Kweichow Province, in January t935'
3 See "Communism", Lenin, Collected lYlozks, Vol. XXXI' Criticizing
Bela Kun, the Hungarian Communist, Lenin said that he "gives up the

t7

most essential thing in Marxism, the living soul of Marxism: the concfete
analysis of concrete conditions".
a The Sixth National Congress of the
Communist Party of China in
Jily r9z8 adopted the following ten-point programme: (r) Overthrow
imperialist rule; (z) Confiscate foreign capitalisr enrerprises and banks;
(3) Unify China and rccogrize the right of the nationalities to selfdetermination; (4) Overthrow the Kuomintang warlord government; (y)
Establish a government of councils of workers, peasants and soldiers;
(6) Institute the eight-hour day, increase wages, and establish unemployment relief and social insurance; (7) Confiscate the land of the landlord
class, return the land to the peasants; (a) Improve the living conditions
of the soldiers, give land and iobs to ex-soldiers; (9) Abolish all exorbitant taxes and miscellaneous levies, adopt a consolidated progressive

tax; and (ro) Uoite with the world prolctariat, unite with the

Soviet

Union.
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cluding Chcngchow and Loyaog, fell to the enemy one after another.
Tang En-po lost zoo,ooo men.
1l This big war between the warlords, Chiang Kai-shek on the one
side and Fcng Yu-hsiang and Yen llsi-shan on the orher, was fought
along the Lunghai and Tienhin-Pukow Railways. It lasted six months,
from May to October r93o. Casualties on both sides reached 3oo,ooo.
12 Kuo Mo-io wrote the essay
"The Tercentenary of the t644 Uprising"
it 1944 to commemorate the victory of the peasant uprising led by Li

Tzu-cheng in the last years of the Ming Dynasty. He explained that
the uprising met with defeat in r64y because, after the entry of the
peasant forces into Peking in fi44, certain of their leaders were corrupted
by luxurious living, and factional strife arose. The essay first appeared
in Hsinbaa Jibpao (Nezo Cbina Daily) in Chungking and was later
published as a pamphlet in Yenan and elsewhere in the Liberated Areas.
t3 Mencius, Book XI, "Kao Tzu", Part I.

the

of China was hcld in January 1934.
6 This session of the Political Bureau, in
September r94r, teviewed the
question of political lines in the past histoty of the Party, especially
during the Second Revolutionary Civil l7ar.
7 "Moufltain-strongholdism"
was a tendency to form cliques and arose
mainly out of the circumstances of the protracted guerrilla war in which
rural revolutionary bases u/ere scattered and cut off from each other.
Communist Party

Most of these bases were first established in mountain regions. Each
tended to regard itself as a compact unit, like a single mountain strong-

hold, so this wrong tendency became known as mountain-strongholdism.
8 Io the relatively stable parts of
the base areas the people paid the
regular grain tax only to the Anti-Japanese Democratic Government.
But in the outlying parts of the base areas and the guerrilla zones, which
were constantly harassed by the enemy, the people were often forced to
pay another grain levy to the enemy's puppet government.
s In March r94r the
Japanese invaclers and Chinesc traitors in northern
China proclaimed a "campaign for tightening public security measures".
Thesc "measures" included raiding the people's houses, establishing the
neighbourhood guarantee system, making house-to-house check-ups, and
oryanizin9 puppct troops, all for the purpose of suppressing the anti-

|apanese forces.

10In March ry44 the Japanese invaders launched their campaign in
Honan Province with a force of lo,ooo-6o,ooo. The 4oo,ooo Kuomintang troops under Chiang Ting-wen. Tang El-po and Hu Tsung-nan
melted away before the Japanese invaders, Thitty-eight counties, in18
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APPENDIX: RESOLUTION ON CERTAIN
QUESTIONS IN THE HISTORY
OF OUR PARTY

Ad,oytteit

on April 20, 1945 bg the Enlarged Set:enth Plenarg
of the Sitth Central Committee of the
Communist PartA of China

Session

I

The Communist Party of China, ever since its birth in
r92r, has made the integration of the universal truth of
Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of the Chinese
revolution the guiding principle in all its work, and Comrade Mao Tse-tung's theory and practice of the Chinese
revolution represent this integration. With the founding of
our Party a new stage of the Chinese revolution was immediately unfolded, the stage of the New Democratic
revolution, as pointed out by Comrade Mao Tse-tung'
Throughout the twenty-four years of struggle for New
Democracy (f.rom ryzt to t941), throughout the three historical periods - the First Great Revolution, the Agrarian
Revolution and the Iflar of Resistance Against Japan - our
Party has consistently led the broad masses of the Chinese
arduous and bitter revolutionary strugnemies, imperialism and feudalism, aad
cesses and rich experience. In the course
of its struggle the Party has produced its own leader,
20

Comrade Mao Tse-tung. Representing the Chinese proletatiat and the Chinese people, Comrade Mao Tse-tung has
creatively applied the scientific theory of Marxism-Leninism,
the acme of human wisdom, to a country such as China, a
large semi-feudal and semi-colonial country where the
peasantry constitutes the bulk of the masses and the immediate task is to fight against imperialism and feudalisrn,
where the arca is vast and the population enormous, and
where the situation is extremely complicated and the struggle
extremely hard, and he has brilliantly developed the theories
of Lenin and Stalin on the colonial and semi-colonial question as well as Stalin's theory concerning the Chinese revolu-

tion. It is only because the Party

has firmly adhered to
the correct Marxist-Leninist line and waged a victorious
struggle against all erroneous ideas opposed to this line that
it has scored great achievements in these three periods, has
arrived at today's unprecedented ideological, political and
organizational solidariry and unity, has developed into the
powerful revolutionary force of today, with over r,2oo,ooo
members and leading China's Liberated Areas with their
population of nearly roo,ooo,ooo and an army of nearly
r,ooo,ooo, and has become the centre of gravity for the whole
nation in the W'ar of Resistance Against Japan and in the
cause of liberation.

II

In the first period of China's New Democratic revolution,
trom rgzr to t927, and especially from 1924 to rgz7, the great
anti-imperialist and anti-feudal revolution of the Chinese
people, correctly guided by the Communist International and

influenced, impelled forward and orgar,ized by the correct
leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, advanced rapidly
and won great victories. In this great revolution, the whole
membership of the Communist Party of China carried
out tremendous revolutionary work, developed the labour
movement, the youth movement and the peasant movement
throughout the country, pushcd forward and assisted in the
rcorganization of the Kuomintang and the formation of the
National Revolutionaty Army, provided the political backbone of the Eastern Campaignl and the Northern Expedition, led the great country-wide struggle against imperialism
and feudalism, and so wrote a most glorious chapter in the
history o[ the Chinese revolution. Nevertheless, this revolution ended in defeat because the reactionary clique in the
Kuomintang, which was then our ally, betrayed the revolution in rgzT; because the combined forces of the imperialists
and the reactionary Kuomintang clique were then too strong;
and in paftir;uJar because the Rightist ideology in our Party,
represented by Chen Tu-hsiu, developed into a line of
capitulation during the concluding period of this revolution
(for about six months) and dominated the Party's leading
body, which refused to carry out the many wise directives
of the Communist International and of Comrade Stalin and
refused to accept the correct views of Comrade Mao Tse-

tung and othe( comrades, with the result that, when the

Kuomintang betrayed the revolution and sprang a surprise
attack on the people, the Party and the people were unable
to orgatize effective resistance.
In the ten years from the defeat of the revolution it r9z7
to the outbreak of the \flar of Resistance Against Japan in
1937, it was the Communist Party of China, and the Communist Party of China alone, which continued in unity to
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hold aloft the great banner of anti-imperialism 4nd antifeudalism under the counter-revolutionary reign of extreme
terror and which led the broad masses of workers, peasants,
soldiers, revolutionary intellectuals and othe5revolutionaries
in great political, military and ideological struggles. During

these struggles the Communist Party of China created the
Red Army, established the Government of Councils of
'W'orkers, Peasants and Soldiers, set up revolutionary bases,
distributed land to impoverished peasants and resisted both
the attacks of the reactionary Kuomintang government and,
after September r8, I93I, the aggression of Japanese imperialism. As a result, the Chinese people achieved great successes in their Ncw Democratic cause of natioflal and social
liberation. Similarly, the whole Party fought in unity against
the counter-revolutionary activities of the Trotskyist Chen
Tu-hsiu cliquez and of Lo ChangJung,3 Chang Kuo-taoa and
others who tried to split the Party and who betrayed iti thus
the unity of the Party on the basis of the general principles

of Marxism-Leninism was ensured. Over these ten years,
this gencral policy of the Party and the heroic struggles to

carry it out were entirely correct and necessary. Countless
Party members, countless numbers of the people and many
revolutionaries outside the Party carried on fiery revolu'tionary
struggles on the various fronts, dauntlessly fighting
and sacrificing themselves, indomitably stepping into the
brcach as others fell; by their spirit and deeds they have won
immortality in our nation's history. Except for all this, the

'War

of

cffected;

not have been
or having been effected, it could not have been

Resistance Against Japan could

sustaincd and carried through to victory because there would

not have been as its backbone a Chinese Communist Party

which had accumulated a rich experience of people's war.
This is beyond all doubt.
\X/e rejoice especially io the fact that in those ten years
our Party, wit[ Comrade Mao Tse-tung as its repfesentative,
made very great advances in creativcly applying to Chinese
conditions the revolutionary theories of Marx, Engels, Lenin
and Stalin. At last, towards the end of the Agrarian
Revolutionary War, our Party established definitely the
leadership of Comrade Mao Tse-tung in the Central Committee and throughout the Party. This was the greatest
achievement of the Communist Party of China in that period
and it is the surest guarantee of the liberation of the Chinese
people.

'V7'e

must point out, however, that besides its great
in those ten years, our Patty at certain times
committed a number of errors. The gravest of all was the
"Left" error in the political, military and organizational lines
from the time of the Fourth Plenary Session of the Sixth
Central Committee of the Party in January ryT to the enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee in January 1935 (the Tsunyi Meeting). That error
caused serious losses to ouf Party and to the Chinese revachievements

olution.

In order to learn the historic lessons of the Chinese revolution, "to learn from past mistakes to avoid future ones and
to clrre the sickness to save the patient", to make "the
overturning of the chariot in front a warnitg for the chariot
behind" and, on the basis of a common Marxist-Leninist
ideology, to unite the whole Party like one harmonious
family, like solid steel; and in order to fight f.or total victory
in the \flar of Resistance Against Japan and fot the complete liberation of the Chinese people; this Enlarged Seventh

Plcnary Session of the Sixth Central Committee of the Communist Party of China considers it useful and necessary to
sct forth f.ormal conclusions on certain questions ot Party
history during those ten years, and particularly on the line
of the leadership of the Central Committee from the Fourth
Plenary Session to the Tsunyi Meeting.

UI

After the defeat of the revolution in 1927, there occurred
in our Party both "Left" and Right deviations.
The handful of capitulationists of the period of the First
Great Revolution, with Chen Tu-hsiu as their representative,
became pessimistic about the future of the revolution

and gradually turned into liquidationists. They took the
reactionary Trotskyist stand, holding that after. the r9z7
revolution the Chinese bourgeoisie was already victorious
over imperialism and the feudal forces, that its rule over
the people was being stabilized, and that Chinese society
was already one in which capitalism was dominant and would
develop peacefully. Therefore, they arbitrarily asserted that
the bourgeois-democratic revolution in China had been com-pleted and that the Chinese proletariat must \vait until the

future to make the "socialist revolution" and could engage
for the time being only in a so-called legal movement centring
on the slogan "For a National Assembly", thus liquidating
the revolutionary movement. Therefore, they opposed all
the revolutionary struggles waged by the Party and slandered
the Red Army movement as a "movemeflt of roving rebels".
They not only refused to accept the Party's advice and
abandon their opportunist, liquidationist anti-Party viewpoint,
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but even ioined with the reactionary Trotskyists6 and formed
an anti-Party faction; as a result, they had to be expelled
from the Party and later degqnerated into counter-revolutionaries.

On the other hand, petty-bourgeois revolutionary impetuosity, which was aggravated by hatted of the Kuomintang's policy of massacre and by indignation at Chen
Tu-hsiu's capitulationism, was also reflected in the Party
and led to a rupid growth of "Left" sentiment. This "Left"
sentiment first appeared at the Emergency Meeting of the
Party's Central Committee on August 7, 1927. In the history of the Party the August 7th Meeting made a contribution. At a critical moment of the Chinese revolution this
meeting resolutely corrected and ended the capitulationism
of Chen Tu-hsiu, decided upon a general policy of agratian
revolution and armed resistance to the massacres by the
Kuomintang reactionaries and called on the Party and the
masses of the people to continue the revolutionary fight.
All this was correct and constituted the main aspect of the
meeting. But in combating Right errors the meeting paved

the way for "Left" errors. Politically, it failed to rcalize
that either appropriate couflter-attacks or necessary tactical
retreats had to be organized at that time, according to the
different conditions in the different localities, in order to
preserve revolutionary positions and muster the revolutionary forces in a planned way. Instead, it tolerated and
fostered tendencies towards adventurism and commandism
(especially the forcing of workers to strike). Oryanizationally,
the meeting initiatcd cxcessive and sectarian inner-Party
struggles, unduly or improperly strcsscd the importance of
the leading cadres' being exclusively of working-class origin
and brought about a rather serious state of ultra-democracy

in thc Party. After the August 7th Meeting this "Left" sentirncnt continued to grow until, at the enlarged meeting of
the Central Committee of the Party in November l927, it
took shape in a "Left" line of putschism (i.e., adventurism)
and for the first tirne brought the "Left" line into a dominant
position in the leadership of the Central Committee of
the Party. The putschists of that time maintained that the
Chinese revolution was by nature a so-called "permanent
revolution" (they confused the democratic with the socialist
revolution) and that the Chinese revolution was in a situatiot of so-called "permanent upsurge" (they denied the
defeat of the r9z7 rcvohrtion). Consequently, they not only
failed to orgatize an orderly retreat but, on the contrary,
disregarding the enemy's strength and the state of the masses
after the defeat of the revolution, they ordered handfuls of
members and followers of the Party to stage all over the
country local insurrections which had not the slightest hope

of

success. Along

with this political

adventurism, there

also developed a sectarian organizational policy of attacking
comrades. However, as this wrong line from its outset evoked
correct criticism and objection on the par.t of. Comrade Mao
Tse-tung and many comrades working in the White areas,
and as it caused many losses in practical work, it had ceased
to be applied in many places by the beginning of. ry28 and by
April of the same year (less than six months from its beginning) it was virtually terminated in practical work throughout

the country.

The line of the Sixth National Congress of the Party,
1928, v,as basically cor(ect. The Congress rightly
affirmed that Chinese society was semi-colonial and semifeudal, pointed out that none of the fundamental contradictions giving rise to the contemporary Chinese revolution had

held in July

il

yet been resolved, and therefore defined the Chinese revolution at the present stage as still a bourgeois-democratic
revolution and proclaimed a ten-pot'nt programme6 for that
democratic revolution. The Congress correctly pointed out
that the cuffent political situation was afl interval between
two revolutionary high tides, that the development of the
revolution was uneven and that the general task of the
Par.ty at that time was not to take the offensive or organize
insurrections but to win over the masses. It w.aged a twofront struggle, rcpudiating both Rightist Chen Tu-hsiuism
and "Left" putschism, and in particular indicated that the
most dangerous tendency in the Party consisted in putschism,
military adventurism and commandism which alienate the
masses. All this was absolutely necessary. On the other

hand, the Sixth Congress also had its shortcomings and
It lacked correct estimates and policies concerning
the dual character of the intermediate classes and the internal cont(adictions among the reactionary forces; it also
lacked the necessary understanding of the Party's need for
an orderly tactical retreat after the defeat of ttre Great
Revolution, of the importance of rural base areas and of
the protracted nature of the democratic revolution. Akhough
these shortcomings and mistakes prevented the thorough
eradication of the "Left" ideas that existed af.ter the
August 7th Meeting, and although they were made more
extreme and were gteatly magnified by the subsequent "Left"
ideas, nevertheless the shortcomings and mistakes cannot
eclipse the correctness of the Congress in its main aspect.
For some time after the Congress, the Party's work was
fruitful. During that time, Comrade Mao Tse-tung not
only, in practice, developed the correct aspect of the line of
mistakes.

tlrc Congrcss had either not solved or had solved incorrectly,
lrrrr rlso, in theory, provided a fuller and mote concrete,
scicntific Marxist-Leninist basis for the orientation of the
Chinese revolution. Under his guidance and influence, the
Rcd Army movement gradually developed into an important
political factor in the country. In the White areas, too, Party
organizations and Party work revived to some extent.
But during the second half of ry29 and the'first half of
r91o, ceftain "Left" ideas and policies that still existed in
the Party once more gained some ground. From this basis
tlrey developed into the second "Left" line when events
turned in favour of the revolution. Excited by the domestic
situation after the outbreak of war in May r93o between
Chiang Kai-shek on the one side and Feng Yu-hsiang and
Yen Hsi-shan on the other, the Political Bureau of the Central Committee, led by Comrade Li Li-san, adopted on June
rr the "Left" resolution, "The New Revolutionary High
Tide and l7inning Victory First in One or More Provinces",

"Left" line

the Sixth Congress and correctly solved many problems which

came to dominate the leadership
Committee for the second time. This
v/rong line (the Li Li-san line) arose for a number of reasons.
It arose because Li Li-san and other comrades refused to
rccognize that the revolution required adequate preparation
through building up its own organizational strength, but held
that "the masses want only big actions, not small ones", and
therefore believed that the incessant v/ars among the warlords at that time, together with the initial unfolding of the
Red Army movemeflt and the initial revival of our work
in the !7hite areas, already provided conditions for "big
actions" (armed insurrections) throughout the country. It
afose because they refused to recognize the uneven development of the Chinese revolution but held that the revolutionary

28
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whereupon the

of the Central

crisis was growing uniformly in all parts of the eountry,
that preparations should be made for immediate insurrections in all parts of the country and that the key cities in
partiatlar should take the lead and become centres of
country-wide revolutionary upsurge; and they slandered as
"uttetly errofleous . . . Iocalism and conservatism characteristic of peasant mentality" the idea of Comrade Mao Tse-tung
that for a long time we should employ our main strength to
create pstal base areas, use the rural areas to encircle the
cities and use these bases to advance a high tide of countrywide revolution. It arose because they refused to recognize
the uneven development of world tevolution but held that
the general outbreak of the Chinese revolution would inevitably lead to a general outbreak of world revolution and
that the Chinese revolution could be successful only with
the general outbreak of wotld revolution. And it arose
because they refused to recogtize the protracted chatacter of
China's bourgeois-democratic revolution but held that the
beginning of victory in one or more provinces would matk
the beginning of the transition to socialist revolution, and
so they formulated a number of untimely and "Left" policies. W'ith these wrong vierrs, the leaders of the Li Li-san
line made an adventurist plan for organizing armed insurrections in the key cities throughout the country and for concentrating the whole of the Red Army to attack these cities.
Then they merged the various leading bodies of the Party, the
Youth League and the trade unions into action committees at
corresponding levels f.or prepaing atmed insurrections, and
thus brought all day-to-day work to a standstill. In the
course of formulating and executing these wrong decisions,
Comrade Li Lisan reiected the correct criticisms and suggestions of many comrades, stressed the fight within the

Party against the so-called "Right deviation" and, under the
slogan of combating the "Right deviation", wrongly attacked
those cadres who disagreed with his views, thereby deepening
inner-Party sectarianism. Thus, the Li Li-san line assumed
a more fully developed form than did the first "Left" line'
However, the domination of the Li Li-san line in the
Party was also short-lived (lasting less than four months).
Since the Party and the revolutionary forces suffered losses
wherever this line was put into practice, broad sections of
cadres and Pafty members demanded that it be corrected.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung in particular never agreed with the
Li Li-san line, and indeed most patiently corrected the "Left"
mistakes of the First Front Army of the Red Army;7 consequently, the Red Army in the revclutionary base in Kiangsi,
instead of suffering losses in this period, actually grew stronger
by utilizing the favourable situation created by the war
between Chiang Kai-shek and Feng Yu-hsiang and Yen Hs.ishan and it successfully smashed the enemy's first campaign
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of "encirclement and suppression" in late ry1o and eady tg3t.
And with a few exceptions, the Red Army in the other revolutionary base areas achieved more or less the same results'
In the White areas also there were many com(ades engaged
in practical work who opposed the Li Li-san line through the
qrganizational channels of the Party.
The Third Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee
held in -september l93o and the subsequent Central Com-

mittee played a positive role in putting an end to the application of the Li Li-san line. Although the documents of
this plenary session showcd a conciliatory and compromising

spirit with regard to the Li Li-san line (for instance, in
it was a wron€J line and in saying that it was
only "wrong tactically") and although oryanizationally this
denying that

1l

plenary session contioued the error of sectarianism, it nevertheless corrected the ultra-Left appraisal of the situation of
the Chinese revolution, dropped the
general nation-wide insurrection and c
of the Red Army to attacb key cities,

pendent otgaitzations and the day-to-day work of the
Party, the Youth League and the trade unions; it thereby
terminated the most characteristic errors of the Li Li-san
line. At the Third Plenary Session, Comrade Li Li-san
himself admitted the mistakes that had been pointed out and
then relinquished his leading position in the Central Com-

mittee. The Centr
Session, going a ste

r the Third plenary
in its

supplementary

resolution of Nove
Circular No. 96 oi
December that the
and other comrades
was wrong and that the conciliatory attitude of the plenary
session was also wrong. Of course, both the Third plenary
Session and the subsequenr Central Committee failed to
examine thoroughly the ideological essence of the Li Li-san
line and to correct it
s and policies that had existed
the August
7th Meeting in 1927,
rongly persisted at this session
since both
the Third Plenary Session and the following Central Cornmittee did take the positive measures described above to
end the Li Li-san line, all Party comrades should have made
further efforts, on the basis of these measures, to carry
through the struggle against the "LefE" errors.
But at this tinre, a number ol Pany comrades who were
inexperienced in practical revolutionary struggle and guilty
of "Left" dogmatist e(rofs came forward, with Comrade
Chen Shao-yu (!flang Ming) at their head, and fought againsr

thc Central Committee under the banners oI "Against the Li
Li-san Line" and "Against the Line of Conciliation", and
with a sectarian stand even more violent than that of the

Li

Li-san

line. Their fight was flot designed to help

the

Central Committee liquidate the ideological essence of the
Li Li-san line and those "Left" ideas and policies which
had existed in thc Party since the August 7th Meeting in
1927, and paftictr1,aily since t929, and had never been
thoroughly dealt with. They put forward what was actually

programme, in Comrade Chen Shao-yu's
pamphlet published at that time, T be Tzoo Lines Tbe Struggle for tbe Furtber Bol.sbeoiTation ol tbe Cornmunist Party of Cbina, a programme that continued, revived
or developcd the Li Li-san line and other "Left" ideas and
policies in a new guise. Thus, there was a further growth
ol "Left" ideas in the Party which took rhe form of a new

a new political

"Left" line.
Although this new "Left" line under Comrade Chen Shaoyu's leadership criticized the "Left" errors of the Li Li-san
line and the error of conciliation on the paft of the Third
Plcnary Session, its distinctive feature was that it mainly
criticized the Li Li-san line as "Rightist", that it accused the
Third Plenaty Session of "doing nothing to expose and attack
the consistently Right opportunist theory and practice of the
Li Li-san line" and that it blamed Circular No. 96 for failure
to see that "the Right deviation is still the main danger in
the Party at present". On the question of the nature of
Chinese society and class relations, the new "Left" line
ex,aggerated the relative weight of capitalism in China's
economy, exaggerated the significance of the struggle against
the bourgeoisie and the rich peasants and the significance of
the "elements of socialisl revolution" at the present stage of
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the Chinese revolution, and it denied the existence of the
intermediate camp and of third parties and groups. On the
question of the revolutionary situation and the tasks of the
Party, the new "Left" line continued to stress that there
was a "revolutionary high tide" throughout the country and
that the Party should have a "line of offensive" oi a
nation-wide scale, and it maintained that an "immediate
revolutionary situation" would soon occur in one or more
major provinces containing key cities. From a "Left,, viewpoint it slanderously asserted that in China there was as yet
no "genuine" Red Army and no t'genuine" Government of
Councils of Workers, Peasaats and Soldiers and asserted
with special emphasis that the main danger in the party
then consisted of "Right opportunism", "opportunism in practical work" and "the rich peasant line". Organizationally,
the exponents of this new "Left', line violated discipline,
refused the work assigned them by the party, committed
the error of joining with a number of other comrades in
factional activities against the Central Committee, wrongly
called upon the Party membership to set up a provisional
central leading body and demanded that "fighring cadres,,
who "actively support and pursue" their ,,Left,, line should
be used to "reform and strengthen the leading bodies at
all levels"; and thereby they created a serious crisis in the
Party. Hence, generally speaking, the new "Left" line was
more determined, more "theoretical", more domineering and
more fully formed in its "Leftism" than the Li Li-san line,
even though it did not call tor organizing insurrections in
the key cities and, for a timc, did not call for concenr(ating
the Red Army to attack those cities.
In January r93r the Fourth Plenary Session of the Sixrh
Central Committee of the Party was convened u4der circum34

eing applied from

all

direc-

d sectarian elements headed
in which some comrades in
committed empiricist errors
were compromising with these elements and supporting them'
The convening o[ this session played no positive or construc-

tive role; the outcome IMas the acceptance of the new "Left"
line, its triumph in the central leadership and the beginning of the domination of a "Left" line in the Party for the
third time during the period of the Agtatian Revolutionary
War. The Fourth Plenary Session immediately put into effect
two interrelated and erroneous tenets in the programme of
the new "Left" line: the fight against the alleged "Right
deviation" as the "main danger in the Pafty at present",
and the "reform and strcngthening of the leading bodies at
all levels". Ostensibly it still carried the banner of opposition
to the Li Li-san line and to the "line of conciliation", but
in essence its political programme was chiefly "against the
Right deviation". In its resolutions, the Fourth Plenary
Session did not analyse the current political situation or lay
down concrete political tasks for the Party and merely
opposed in a ger'eral way the so-called "Right deviation"
and "opportunism in practical work", but in tact it ap'
.proved Comrade Chen Shao-yu's pamphlet, Tbe Troo Lirues
Botsbeoization of tbe Com-Tbe Struggte for tbe Furtber
pamphlet
which represented the
the
Cbina,
Party
ol
mtmist

"Left" ideas in the Party and was taken by people then,

and for another ten years of more, to have played a "cortect
progranmatic role", although, as can be seen from the

above analysis, this pamphlet was basically a complctely
wrong, "Left" opportunist general programme "against the

Right deviation". Under this programme the Fourth Ple35

nary Session and the subsequent Central Committee on the one
hand promoted the "Left" dogmatist and sectarian comrades
to leading positions in the Central Committee; on the other
hand they excessively attacked those comrades who had

"Rightists" of that time were mainly the creation of the fac_
tionalist struggle "against the Right deviation,, conducted at
this session. Of course, among these people there was a
handful of splitters headed by Lo Chang-1u1*, who larer
became real Rightists, degenerated into counter-revolutionaries and were permanently expelled from the party, and,
who, beyond any doubt, had to be resolutely combated; their
establishment of a duplicate party organization and their
persistence in maintaining it were absolutely impermissible
according
,to Party discipline. But as for Lin yu-nan,e Li
Chiu-shih,lo Ho Meng-hsiungll and some twenty other im_
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chcrished forever. The kind of "reform" which the Fourth
Plenary Session carcied out in the central bodies was likewise
extended to the local organizatiofis in all thc revolutionary
bases and White areas. As compared with the Third Plenary
Scssion and the subsequent Central Committee, the Central

Committee alter the Fourth Plenary Session was more insistent and more systematic in sending its representatives,
agencies or new leading cadres to all parts of the country
to carry through its fight "against the Right deviation".
The resolutions issued by the Central Committee on May
g, t9jt, shortly after the Fourth Plenary Session, showed that
the new "Le[t" line was aheady being concretely applied
and developed in practical work. Then a series of maior

in China. Before the Central Committee
following the Fourth Plenary Session had time to carry
through its erroneous line, the Red Army of the Central Area
in Kiangsi, under the correct leadership of Comrade Mao
Tse-tung and through the vigorous efforts of all comtades,
won great victories and smashed the enemy's second and
third campaigns of "encirclement and suppression"l most of
the other revolutionary base areas and Red Army units also
won many victories and made much progress in the same
period and under the same conditions. Meanwhile, the
Japanese imperialist invasion, which began with the September r8th Incident in t91t, aroused a new upsurge in the national democratic movcment throughout the country. The
new Central Committee, from the very beginning, made an
entirely wrong appraisal of the new situation created by
these events. It greatly exaggerated both the current crisis
of the Kuonrintang regime and the growth of the revolutionary forces; it ignored the fact that after the September
rSth Incident the national contradiction between China and
events occurred
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Japan was mounting and that the intermediate classes were

making demands for resistance to Japan and for democracy;
it emphasized that Japanese impetialism and other imperialist
powers would combine to attack the Soviet Union and that
the imperialist powers, the Chinese counter-reYolutionary
cliques and even the intermediate groups would combine to
attack the Chinese revolution; and it categor.ically asserted
that the intermediate groups were the most dangerous enemy
of the Chinese revolution. The new Central Committee
therefore contioued to advocate 'down with everythinS' and
held that "the very heart of the political situation in China
is a life-and-death strugSle between counter-revolution and
revolution"; hence it once again put forward many adventurist proposals, such as the seizure of key cities by the Red
Army in otdcr to rvin victory first in one or more provinces,
thc arming of workers aud peasants everywhere in the White
areas and the calling of general strikes there. These errors
first found expression in the Central Committee's "Resolution on the Urgent Tasks Arising from the Smashing of the
Enemy's Third Campaign of 'Encirclement and Suppression'

by the Workers' and Peasants' Red Army and from the
Gradual Maturing of the Revolutionary Crisis", dated September 2c , r9rr. They were repeated and given fuller expression in the following documents, which were drawn up
either by the subsequent Provisional Central Committee or
under its leadership:
"Resolution on the Forcible Occupation of Manchuria
by Japanese Imperialism" (September zz, t93r);
"Resolution on the Struggle for the Victory of the Revolution First in One or More Provinces" (January 9, rg12);
3B

"Resolution on the January zSth Incident" (February
26, rgrrz);

"Opportunist Vacillation X7ithin the Communist Party
of China in the Struggle for the Victory of the Chinese Revolution First in One or More Provinces" (April 4, 1912);
"Resolution of the Central Area Bureau of the Central
Committee on Leadership of and Participation in a Campaign Week Against the Imperialist Attack on the Soviet
Union and Partition of China and For Extending the National Revolutionaty \Var" (May tt, t91z); ar.d
"The Mounting Revolutionary Crisis and the Tasks of
the Party in Northern China" (Jute 24, t91z).

The period from the establishment of the Provisional
Central Committee headed by Comrade Chin Pang-hsien
(Po Ku)12 in September tgSt to the Tsunyi Meeting in
January rgJt was one of continued development of the third
"Left" line. During this period, because of the serious
damage which the incorrect line had done to the work in
the White areas, the Provisional Central Committee moved
to the southern Kiangsi base area, early in 1913, and this
move facilitated the further application of its incorrect line
there and in the neighbouring base ateas- Before that, the
correct line followed in the base areas of southern Kiangsi
-and western Fukien had akeady been maligned by the Party
congress of the southern Kiangsi base area in November
r93r and by the Ningtu Meeting of the Central Committee in
August 1932, itt accordance with the erroneous programme
of the Fourth Plenary Session "against the Right deviation"
and for "reforming the leading bodies at all levels" - the
correct line had been called a "rich peasant line" and an
"error of the most serious and consistent Right opportunism"
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and the correct Party and military leadership had been removed. Nevertheless, owing to the profound influence in the
Red Arnry of Comrade Mao Tse-tung's correct strategic
principles, the campaign against the fourth "encirclement and
suppression" achieved victory in the spring of. ryy before the
e(roneous line of the Provisional Central Committee had been
fully enforced in the army. On the other hand, an utterly
wrong strategy gained complete control in the campaign
against the fifth "encirclement and suppression", which
started at the close of. ryy. In many other policies, too, and
particularly in the policy regardir,g the Fukien Incident, the
erroneous "Left" line was fully applied.
The Fifth Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee,
convened by the Provisional Central Committee in January
ry34, marked the peak of the development of the third "Left"
line. Disregarding the setbacks which the "Left" line had
caused the Chinese revolurionary movement and the people's anti-Japanese democratic movement in the Kuomintang
areas after the incidents of September r8, ryy and Jawary
28, 1932, the Fifth Plenary Session blindly concluded that
"the revolutionary crisis in China has reached a new acute

- an immediate revolutionary situation exists in China"
and that the struggle against the fifth "encirclement and
suppression" was a "struggle for the complete victory of
the Chinese revolution", which would dccide for China "the
question of 'who conquers whom', of the road of revolution
or the road of colonialism". Repeating the views of the
Li Li-san line, this session declared that "when we have
cxtended the democratic revolution of the workers and peasants to important parts of China, the socialist revolution
will become the basic task of the Communist Party; only
on this basis can China be unified and the Chinese people
stage
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:rthicvc national liberation", etc., etc. Using the slogans of
liglrtirrg "the main danger, Right opporrunism", "fighting the
torrciliatory attitude towards Right opportunism" and fighting "the use of double-dealing to sabotage the Party line in
practical work", it continued and developed the exccssive
factional struggles and the policy of attacking comrades.
In the revolutionary base areas the most disastrous consequence

of the third "Left" line was the failure of

the

campaign against the fifth "encirclement and suppression"
in the area where the Central Committee was located and
the withdrawal from there of the main forces of the Red

Army. In the military operations during the withdrawal
from Kiangsi and on the Long March, a different error,

the error of flightism, was committed under the "Left" line,
causing further losses to the Red Army. Similarly, on account of the domination of the "Left" line, the Party's work
suffered defeat in most of the other revolutionary bases
(the Fukien-Chekiang-Kiangsi area, the Hupeh-IIonanAnhwei arca, the Hunan-Hupeh-Kiangsi area, the HunanKiangsi area, the western Hunan-Hupeh arca and the Szechuan-Shensi arca) and in the vast White areas. As for the
Chang Kuo-tao line, which once dominated the HupehHonan-Anhwei and the Szechuan-Shensi areas, it not only
was a "Lett" line of the general type but also manifested
itsclf in a particulady serious form of warlordism and in
flightism in the face of enemy attacks.
Such was the main content of the erroneous "Left" line
which dominated the whole Party for the third time and

thc leaders of which were the two dogmatists, Comrades
Chen Shao-yu and Chin Pang-hsien.
Cloaking themselves in "Marxist-Leninist theory" and
relying oo the political and organizational prestige and in4l

up by the Fourth Plenary Session, those
of dogmatist errors caused the
tlrird "Left" line to hold sway in the Paty for. four long
yearc, gave it the fullest and most systematic expression
fluence built

comrades who were guilty

ideologically, politically, militarily and organizationally, and
enabled it to exercise the most profound influence in the
Patty ar,d consequently to do the greatest damage. Nevertheless, in defiance of the facts, the comrades guilty of this
wrong line bragged long and hard about the "correctfless"
and the "immortal achievements" of the Central Committee's
Iine of leadership following the Fourth Plenary Session, using
such dogmatic phrases as "further bolshevization of the Cotrmunist Party of. China" and "hundred per cent Bolshevik".
Thus they completely distorted the history of the Party.

The comrades who advocated the correct line, with
Comrade Mao Tse-tung as their representative, were diamet-

rically opposed to the third "Left" line during the period
of its domination. They disagreed with the "Left" line and
demanded that it be rectified, and as a result their correct
leadership was everywhere overthrown by the Central
Committee that followed the Fourth Plenary Session and
by the agencies or representatives it dispatched. But the
repeated failures of the "Left" line in practical work, and
especially the repeated defeats in the campaign against the
fifth "encirclement and suppression" in the area where the
Central Committee was located, had begun to reveal the
wrongness of this line to more and more leading cadres and
rank-and-file Party members and to arouse their doubt and
dissatisfaction. After the Red Army in that area set out on

these errors. Accordingly, large numbers of cadres and
Party members who were opposed to the "Left" line rallied
under the leadership of Comrade Mao Tse-tung. It was
therefore possible for the enlarged meeting of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee, held under the leadership
of Comrade Mao Tse-tung in January rgtt at the city of
Tsunyi in Kweichow Province, triumphantly to put an end
to the domination of the "Left" line in the Central Committee afld to save the Party at that most critical iuncture.
The Tsunyi Meeting was entirely correct in concentrating
alt its efforts on rectifying the military and org nizational
crrors, which at that time were of decisive significance. The
meeting inaugurated a flew leadership of the Central Com-

mittee, headed by Comrade Mao Tse-tung - a historic
change of paramount importance in the Chinese Communist
Party. Precisely because of this change, our Party was able

the Long March, this doubt and dissatisfaction grew so much
that some of the comrades who had formerly committed
"I*tt" errors began to awaken and take a stand against

to conclude the Long March victoriously, to preserve and steel
a hard core of cadres in the Party and the Red Army
undcr the extremely difficult and dangerous conditions of
the Long March, to overcome successfully the line of Chang
Kuo-tao who insisted on retreating and fleeing and actually
set up a duplicate Party, to save the Northern Shensi Revolutionary Base Area from the crisis brought about by the
"Le[t" 1ine,13 to lead correctly the national salvation movement of December 9, r91J, to settle correctly the Sian Incident of ry16, to orga.nize the AntiJapanese National United
Front, and to set in motion the sacred \W'ar of Resistance
Against Japat.
Sincc the Tsunyi Meeting, the political line of the Central
Committee of the Party, led by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, has
been entirely correct. The "Left" line has been gradually
ovcrcome politically, militarily ar,d organizationally' Since
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1942, under the leadership of Comrade Mao Tse-tung, the
Patty-wide movement for the rectification of subjectivism,
sectarianism and stereotyped Patty rvriting and also for the
study of Party history has corrected, at their very ideological
roots, the various "Left" and Right errors that have arisen
in the history of the Party. The overwhelming majority of
the comrades who committed ,'Left,, or Right .rrors lrave
made great progress through a long process of learning from
experience and have done much good work for the party
and the people. They are now united with the masses of
other comrades on the basis of common political understand-

these lines rvhere they were contrary to the correct line
politically, militarily, organizationally and ideologically.

r.

Political[y:

As Comrade Stalin pointed outla and as Comrade Mao
Tse-tung has analysed in detail, China at the present stage
is a semi-colonial and semi-feudal country (reduced in some
parts to a colony since the September r8th Incident), and
the revolution in this country since rfi/orld \Var I has been
a national democratic revolution in the era in which the
international proleta(iat has won victory in the Soviet Union
and the Chinese proletariat has awakened politically' This
clctermines the character of the Chinese revolution at the
present stage as an anti-imperialist and anti-feudal revolution under the leadership of the pr.oletariat, with the rrorkers

In order that comrades
understanding
of the errors of the var'ou
particularly of
the third "Left" line, and
from past mistakes to avoid future ones'
the recurrence
of errors of this kind, we now set forth the main content of

and peasants forming the main body and with other broad
sociai strata taking part, i.e., it is a New Democratic revolution, distinct both from the old democratic tevolution and
from a socialist revolution' As China at the present stage
is a large semi-colonial and semi-feudal country, dominated
by a number of powerful yet conflicting imperialist countries
and by the feudal forces of China, her economic and political
clcvelopment is extremely uneven and lacking in uniformity'
This determines the extreme unevenncss in the development
of China's New Democratic revolution and renders it necessary for the revolution to go through a protracted, tortuous
struggle before country-widc victory can be achieved; at the
same time, this renders it possible in the struggle to make
cxtensive use of the enemy's contradictions and to set up and
maintain armed revolutionary base areas, first in those vast
tcrritories where the enemy's control is comparatively weak'
'I'hese basic characteristics and basic laws of the Chinese
rcvolution, which have been verified by revolutionary prac-
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victory, a Party no force can conquer.
This Enlarged Seventh Plenary Session holds that, since
the stage of the War of Resistance is not yet concluded,
it is appropriate to postpone to a future date the drawing
of conclusiofls on certain questions ir:r the history of the
Party during the !(ar of Resistance.

IV

tice in China, v/ere not comprehended but were contravened
both by the various Right lines and by the various ,,Left,

.,Left,,

lines, and
the "Left'

line.

Therefore,

three main respects.

First.
first place

were in error, in the
sk of the revolution and
the question of class relations. As far back as the period of
the First Great Revolution, Comrade Mao Tse-tung, like
Comrade Stalin, pointed out not only that the task of tf,.
Chinese revolution in its present stage is to fight imperialism and feudalism, but also, and more particularly, that the
peasants' struggle for land is the fundamcntal contcnt of
thc fight against imperialism and feudalism in China, that
the Chinese bourgeois-democratic revolution is in essence
a peasant revolution and that the basic task of the Chinese
proletariat in the bourgeois-democratic revolution is therefore to lead the peasants' struggle.l5 In the early period of
the Agrarian Revolutionary War, Comrade Mao Tse-tung
again pointed out that what China needed was still the bourgeois-democratic revolution and that China .,must go through
such a democratic revolution" before one could speak of the
prospect of socialism.lG He stated that the agrarian revolution was all the more important because of the defeat of the
revolution in the cities and that "in the revolution in semicolonial China, it only happens that the peasant struggle fails
for lack of leadership from the workers, but it never happens
that the revolution is harmed because the peasant struggle
outgrows the forces of the workers."l? He pointed out that
after the betrayal of the revolution by the big bourgeoisie,
there was still a difference between the liberal bourgeoisie
and the comprador bourgeoisie; that there were still broad
strata of people who demanded democracy and especially
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clcmanded a fight against imperialism; that it was therefore
necessary to treat the various intermediate classes correctly
and do everything possible to make an alliance with them

or neutralize them; and that in the countryside it was necessary to treat the middle and rich peasants correctly ("taking
from surplus to fill out deficiency, taking from the fat to fill
out the lcan" while firmly uniting with the middle peasants,
protccting the well-to-do middle peasants' providing certain economic opportunities for the rich peasants 'nq
also enabling the ordinary landlord to make a living)'18
These are all basic ideas of New Democ(acy, yet they
were not understood and were opposed by the exponents
of the "Left" line. Although many of the revolutionary tasks
sct by the various "Lelt" lines were d
thc exponents of the "Left" lines we
about the definite distinction between
tion and the socialist revolution and subiectively were anxious
to go beyond the democratic revolution; they invariably
underestimated the decisive role of the peasants' anti-feudal
struggle in the Chinese revolution; and they invariably advocated a struggle against the bourgeoisie as a whole, including
cven the upper petty bourgeoisie. The third "Left" line

went further and put the struggle against the bourgeoisie
.on a par with the struggle against imperialism and feudalism,
dcnied the existence of an intermediate camp and of third
parties and groups and laid particular stress on the struggle

against the rich peasants' Especially after the September
,gih tncident it tg1r, there was an obvious and great change
in China's class relations but, fat fuom recognizing this
clrange, the third "Left" line categorically labelled as "the
rnost dangerous enemy" those intermediate groups which had
contradictions with the reactionary Kuomintang rule and
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were taking positive action.

It

should be said that the ex-

of the third "Left" line did lead the peasants in
distributing the land, in setting up political power and in
ponents

offering armed resistance to the attacks of the Kuomintang
govefnment. All these undertakings were correct. However, owing to the "Left" views mentioned above, they mis-

takenly fearcd to acknowledge that the Red Army movement was a peasant movement led by the proletariat and
they mistakenly opposed what they called the "peculiar revolutionariness of the peasants", "peasant capitalism" and
"the rich peasant line". Instead, they carried out a number
of so-called "class-line" policies which went beyond the
democratic revolution, for instance, a policy of eliminating the
rich peasant economy, and other ultra-Left economic and
labour policies; a state policy in which no exploiters had any
political rights; a policy of popular education which in its
content stressed communism; at ritra-Lett policy towards
the intellectuals; a policy of working among enemy troops
to win over only the soldiers but not the officers; and an
ultra-Left policy in the suppression of counter-revolutionaries.
Thus, the immediate tasks of the revolution were distorted,
the revolutionary forces were isolated and the Red Army
movement suffered setbacks. Similarly, it should be said
that in the Kuomintang ateas after the def.eat of the revolution in t927, o:ur Party pe(severed in leading the people's
national democratic movement, in leading the economic
struggles of the workers and the other masses and the revolutionary cultural movemeflt and in fighting the Kuomintang
government's policies of betraying the national interests and
oppressing the people. After the September r8th Incident,
in particular, our Party led the Northeast Anti-Japanese
Amalgamated Armies, supported the war of January zB, r93z

in

northern Chahat,
with the Fukien
^n
Pcople's Government, put forward three conditions on which
the Red Army would ally with the Kuomintang troops to
rcsist Japan" and six conditions for forming a Committee
for Nati,onal Armed Self-Defence with all sections of the
pcople,zo and on August r, 19)5 issued "An Appeal to All
Fellow-Countrymen for Resistance to Japan and for National
Salvation" which called for the formation of a government
of national defence and the formation of allied anti-Japanese
armies. All this too was correit. But because the guiding
policy was etroneous during the dominance of the various
i'f"tt" lines, and especially of the third, the Party was unable
to solve problems correctly in practice and consequently, ia
tl.re Kuomintang areas too, the Party's work either did not
achieve such results as it should, or ended in failure.

and the Allied AntiJapanese Armies
formed

anti-Jap^nese democratic alliance

of China's big landlords and big bourgeoisie. Bqt at
that time the intetmediate strata, and some local groups of
the big landlords and big bourgeoisie, were already changing
into our allies against Japar' While this change was recognized by the broad ranks of our Party members and the peoplc, it was either ignored or denied by the exponents of the
ilri.d "L"ft" line, who thus created a serious state of closedcloorism and fell far behind the Chinese people in political
lifc. This state of isolation and lagging behind, which resrrltccl from the error of closed-doorism, remained basically
runchanged until the Tsunyi Meeting.
tions
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Second. The various "Left,, lines were also in error on
the question of revolutionary war and revolutionary base
areas. Comrade Stalin said, ..In China it is armed revol,r_
tion against armed counter-revolution. This is one of the
the advantages of the Chinese
e Stalin, Comrade Mao Tse-tung
s far back as the early period of
'W'ar
that, in the Chinese revolution, armed struggle is the main form of struggle and an army
composed chiefly of peasants is the main form of organizi_
tion, for the reason that semi-colonial and semi-feudal China
is a large,
mocracy and
industry.
out that the
vast rural
of the peas_
aniry are
the Chinese
revolution (revolutionary villages can encircle the cities, but
revolutionary cities cannot detach themselves from the vil_
lages), and that China can and must establish armed revolu_

whcre counter-revolutionary rule was weak (not in the key
citics). Comrade Mao Tse-tung pointed out that in China
the historical conditions for the existence of such armed revolutionary rural base areas are the "localized agricultural
the imunified capi
to divide
marking off

historic

the resultin
e regimes".2
significance of such base

and wars

out
areas

for the

the

Chinese

rcvolution:

Only thus is

it

possible

to build the confidence of

the

revolutionary masses throughout the country, as the Soviet

Union has done throughout the world. Only thus is it
possible to create tremendous difficulties for the reactionary ruling classes, shake their foundations and hasten
their internal disintegration. And only thus is it really
possible to create a Red Army which will become the
chief weapon for the future great revolution. In short,
only thus is it possible to hasten the revolutionary high
tide.2a

As for mass work in the cities during that period, the prin-

cipal policies should have been those advocated by Comrade
Shao-chi, the exponent of the correct line for work in
the White areas, namely, to act mainly on the defensive (and
not on the offensive); to utilize all possible legal opportunities fot work (and not to reiect the use of legality) so that

Iiu
But in the period of the Agrarian Revolutionary W.ar, since
the cities were all occupied by powerful counter-revolutionary forces, base areas had to be set up, expanded and con_
solidated mainly by relying on peasant grr.riillu warfare (not
on positional warfarc) and first of all in the countryside
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1,
of the revolutionary situation. Therefore, until such time
as the general situation again made it possible to form
democratic government in the cities, the Chinese revolu_

thc rcvolutior in t927, the first result of this dream u/as none
othcr than the failure of the urban work itself. This was
how the tirst "Left" line met with defeat; and the second
error, the only difference being
ded from the Red ArmY, for
considerable force' The second
ure, yet the third "Left" line
continued to demand "teal" pteparations for armed insurrcctions in the big cities, the only difference being that now
tlrc main demand was for the Red Army to seize big cities,
bccnuse the Red Army had become even stronger, while the
rvorl< in the cities had shrunk even further' The result of suborclinating rural lrork to city work, instead of the other way
lound, was that after the work in the cities tailed, most of
thc rural work failed too. It should be pointed out that
i{tcr t91z the actions aimed at caPturing key cities had in
flct come to a halt because the Red Army could not caPture
or hold them, and particularly because the Kuomintang ril/as
:rttacking on a large scale; furthermore, alter t933, owing to
the still greater damage done to our city 'q/ork, the Provi*ional Central Committee itself moved from the city to a
rr-rral base area. Thus a change did take place' But as far

tionary movement should have made rural work primary and
urban work supplementary. Victories of the revolutiln in
the countryside but temporary inability to \Min victories in

the cities, offensives in the countryside but a general defensive position in the cities, even victory and the offensive in
one rural area but defeat, retreat and the defensive in anothcr
- all these formed the criss-cross pattern of revolution and
couflter-revolution up and down the country during that
period and accordingly determined the course from defeat to
victory which the revolution had to follow. But the exponents of the various "Left" lines did not understand the
specific characteristics of semi-colonial and semi-feudal Ch!
nese socicty, did not understand that the bourgeois-democrat_
ic revolution in China was in essence a peasant revolution
and did not understand the ufleven, to(tuous and protracted
nature of the Chinese revolution; therefore they under_
estimated the importance of military struggle, and especially
of peasant guerrilla warfare and rural bare areas, and opposed what they called "the doctrine of the gun', and ..local_
ism and conservatism characteristic of peasant mentality".
They were forever dreaming thar the struggles of the woik_
ers and the other masses in the cities would suddenly break
through the enemy's severe repression and surge .rpward,
erupt into armed insurrections in key cities, achieve ,.victory
first in one o( more provinces", and bring about a so-callei
country-wide revolutionary high tide and country_wide vic_
tory; and they made this dream the basis on which all their
work was planned and organized. In reality, however,
given the general relation of class forces after the defeat of

the comrades of the "Lett" line were concerned, this
or as a result of coffect
.un.irrion, reached through a study of the specific charactcristics of the chinese revolution; therefore they continued
to direct all the 'work in the Red Army and the base areas
from their etroneous urban viewpoint, and caused great
tlamage to the vrork. The following instances ate clear
rrs

change was not effected consciously

proof: they advocated positional warfate and opposed Suerrilla warfare or mobile watfare of a guerrilla character.; they
rvrongly stressed what they called "regularizatiot" of the Red
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two roads for China" and ,,Do not yield a single inch of ter_
ritory of. the base areas',.

in ry27. All Party members should prepare for
this change with full political awareness and should not re_
peat the error made by the "Left', line on the matter of the
shift from the cities to the countryside during the Agrarian
Revolutionary War, an error which was manifested iirst in
opposing and refusing to shift and thcn in shifting reluctantly
under compulsion and without political awareness. In the
revolution

Kuornintang areas, however, conditions are diffetent; th.re
our immediate tasks, whether in the countryside or in the
cities, are to go all out to mobilize the masses, resolutely to
oppose civil war and a split, to strive for peace and unity and
to demand redoubled efforts in the war against Japan, the
abolition of the Kuomintang's one-party dictatorship and the
formation of a unified democratic coalition government.
When the Japanese-occupied cities are liberated by the peoplc and a unified democratic coalition governmcnt is really
t'strblished and consolidated, the rural base areas will have
:rccomplished their historical task.
Third. The various "Left" lines were also in error on
t:lrc directing of tactics for attack and defence. Correct
tlilcction of tactics, as Comrade Stalin pointed out, requires
n corrcct analysis of the situation (a correct estimate of the
rclirtion of class forces and a correct iudgement of the ebb
:rnd flow of the movement), requires correct forms of strugglc and organization based thcreon, and requires correctly

"taking advantage of every rift in the camp of its enemies,
:rnd the ability to find allies";zs and ore of the best models
is Comrade Mao Tsc-tung's direction of the Chinese revolutionary movement. After the defeat of the revolution in
1921, Comrade Mao Tse-tung cortectly pointed out that the
tidc of revolution v/as at a low ebb throughout the country,
that the enemy was stronger than we in the country as a
rvhole, and that adventurist attacks would court inevitable
rlcfcat, but that it was possible for "a Red regime to come
into being in one or more small areas encircled by a White
lc.sime"26 in the general conditions in which thete were inccssant splits and wars within the reactionary regime and
thc dcmand of the people for revolution was gradually revivirrg ar.rd growing, and in the specific conditions in which the
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masses had gone through

the struggles of the First Great

Revolution, there was a Red Army possessing considerable
strength and there was a Communist Party with correct
policies. He also stated that in a period when there are
splits within the ruling classes the expansion of Red political
power "car. be comparatively bold and the area carved out
by military operations can be comparatively large", whereas
in a period of relative stability for the ruling classes, such
expansion

must be gradual. fn such a period, in military affairs,
the worst thing is to divide our forces and advance rashly,
and in local work (distributing land, establishing political
power, expanding the Party and organizing local armed
forces) the worst thing is to scatter our personnel and
neglect to lay a solid foundation in the central districts.2T
Even within one and the same period, ou( tactics should vary

according to the differences in strength of our enemies;
therefore, the area we carved out on the Hunan-Kiangsi
border "stood on the defensive against Hunan, where the
ruling powe( was comparatively strong, and took the offensive against Kiangsi, where the ruling power was comparatively weak".28 Later, when the Red Army of the HunanKiangsi border reachcd the Fukien-Kiangsi border, a plan
was proposed for "taking Kiangsi and also western Fukien
and rvestern Chekiang".2e An important basis for determining our varying tactics is the different way in which the
revolution affects the interests of different enemies. Consequently Comrade Mao Tse-tung has always advocated that
we "utilize every conflict within the counter-revolution and
take active measures to widen the cleavages within it",ao urd
"oppose the policy of isolation and affirm the policy of win-

ning over all possible allies".3l The application of the tactical principles, "make use o[ contradictions, win over the
many, oppose the few and crush our enemies one by one",32
was brilliantly developed in the campaigns Comrade Mao
Tse-tung led against the "encirclement and suppression" and
especially, after the Tsunyi Meeting, in the Long March and

in the work of the Anti-Japanese National United Front.
Comrade Liu Shao-chi's ideas on tactics for work in the
\Vhite areas are likewise a model. Correctly taking into
account the glaring disparity between the enemy's strength
and our ou/n in the \7hite areas, and particularly in the
cities, after the defeat of the revolution in t927, Comrade
Liu Shao-chi advocated systematic organization of our retreat and defence and "the avoidance of decisive engagements with the enemy for the time being, while the situation
and conditions are unfavourable to us", in order "to prepate

for revolutionary attacks and decisive engagements in the
future".33 He also advocated that the Parfy's open organizations of the period of the ry24-27 revolution be
transformed systematically and strictly into underground
organizations, while "*ilizing open legal means as far as
possible" in mass work to enable the Party's underground
to conccal their strength for a long time in such
go
deep among the masses and "accumulate and
mass work,
strengthen the forces of the masses and heighten their political consciousness".34 'With respect to leadership in mass
struggles, Comrade Liu Shao-chi held that it was necessary,
btganizations

in accordance with the situation and the specific conditions at a given time and place and the degree of political
consciousness

of the

masses,
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to advance limited

slogans,

demands and forms of struggle acceptable to the masses
in order to set the mass struggle in motion and then, in
accordance with the changing conditions in the course of
the struggle, either gradually to raise the mass struggle to
a higher stage or, "knowing how far to go", temporarily
to conclude the battle so as to prepare for the next battle
at a higher stage and on a larger scale.
On the question of utilizing the enemy's internal contradic-

tions and winning temporary allies, he held that

it

how

to

organize a victorious

nd temthe in-

g

was

necessary

to

push these contradictions to the breaking point and
form a temporary alliance against the chief enemy with
those elemcnts in the enemy camp who may co-operate
with us or who are not yet our chief enemy;
and

to make necessary concessions to the allies who are willing
co-operate with us, induce them to join with us and
participate in common action and then influence them
and win over their mass following.35
The success of the December 9th Movement in rglt proved
the correctness of these tactical principles for work in the
I(hite areas. In contrast to such correct direction of tactics,
the comrades of the various "Left" Iines failed to examine
objectively the balance of forces between the enemy and

offensive. Their way of "ap-

€nemy'S

of

the

middle-o{-the-roaders). They never envisaged the most difficult and complex situations, which might arise; they always
dreamed about the most favourable and simplest situations,
which could not possibly arise' In the Red Army movement, they invariably described the enemy encircling the
revolutionary base areas as "terribly shaky", "extremely

to

ourselves, failed

to adopt corresponding forms of

struggle
and orgarization and did not recognize or pay sufficient attention to the enemy's internal contradictions. Therefore,

not only did they meet with defeat as a result of blindly
executing a so-called "offensive line" when they should have
been on the defensive, but they also met with defeat even
when an offensive was timely, because they did not know
5B

to make reckless advances regardi"r, oi the conditions and even without resting' Thqy
-denied
the unevenness of revolutionary development as bepressing the Red Army

tween southern and northern China, resulting from the ry24-

z7 tevolution (a situation that was not feversed until the
Resistance Against Japan), wrongly opposed what
$7o,
"f
they called "the theory of the backwardness of the north"
d.*^nded the establishment of Red regimes everywhere
"ni
in the countryside of northern China and the organization
of mutinies in all the IThite armies there so as to form Red
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Army units. They also denied the unevenness of developnlent as between the ccntral and border sections of the base
areas and wrongly opposed what they called the ,,Lo Ming
line".36 They refused to make use of the contradictionl
among the various warlords attacking the Red Army and to
reach compromises with those forces which were willing to
stop attacking. As for work in the White areas, they refused to take the necessary steps for retreat and defence or
to make use of all legal possibilities in the cities where the

from the broad masses and duplicating the party, they constantly and regardless of conditions called for and orgartized
political strikes, joint strikes, and strikes of students, merchants, troops and policemen, and also patades and demonstrations, lightning meetings and even armed insurrections

-

turism, they believed blindly in "struggle above al1 and all for
struggle" and in "continuously expanding the struggle and
raising it to a higher level'i and they therefore .onti-rrorrrly
met with defeats which should not have occurred ancl could
have been avoidcd.

z. Militarily:
At the present

stage of the Chinese revolution, military
struggle is the main form of political struggle. During the
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Agrarian Revolutionary War it became the most urgent questi,,n in the Par:ty line. Comrade Mao Tse-tung has applied
Marxism-Leninism to formulate not only the correct politbeginning with
ical line for thc Chinese revolution, but also,
'W'ar, the correct
Revolutionary
Agtarian
tlre period of the
mililry fine subordinate to this political line' Comrade
Mao Tse-tung's military line proceeds from two fundamental
points. First, our army is and can be an army of only one
i.lnd, i, must be an instrument subordinate to the ideological
lcadership of the ptoletatiat and serving the struggle of the
people ,nd ,h. building of revolutionary base areas' Second'
orr.-rur. is and can be a war of only one kind; it must be
awar in which we rccognize that the enemy is strong and wc
are weak, that the enemy is big and wc are small, and in
which therefore we fully utilize the enemy's weaknesses and
ou( strong points and fully rely on the strength of the masses
for survival, victory and expansion. From the first point,
it follows that the Red Army (now the trighth Route Army'
the Ncw Fourth Army and the other armed forces of the
pcople) must fight u'hole-heartcdly for the line, programme
and policies of the Party, that is, for all the manifold in,...ra, o[ the whole people, and must combat the tendencies
towards warlordism, which run counter to this' Therefore'
ihe ned Army must oppose the purely military point of view
and the roving-rebel ideology, according to which the mili
tary does not obey the political, o( evefl commands the politi.ri. The Red Atmy must shoulder simultaneously the
threefold task of fighting, doing mass work and raising funds
(which at preseflt means production); doing mass work
means becoming a propagandist and organizer for the
Party and for the people's political power and means helping
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the local people in land distribution (at present, the reduction of rent and interest) and in establishing armed forces,
organs of political power, and Party organizations. Hence,
in its relations with the government and the people, it is
required that the Red Army scrupulously respect the organs
of the people's political power and the mass organizations,
strengthcn their prestige and strictly observe the "Three
Main Rules of Discipline" and the "Eight Points for Attention".37 Within the arrny it is necessary to establish a correct relationship between officers and men and to have both
an appropriate democratic life and an authoritative military
discipline based on political consciousness. In the work
among the enemy troops, it is necessary to have a correct
policy for disintegrating enemy forces and winning over
prisoners. From the second point of departu(e, it follows that the Red Army had to rccogtize that, during the
period of the Agrarian Revolutionary War, guerrilla warfare
and mobile warfare of a guerrilla character were the main
forms of wartate, and must rccognize that only a people's
war, in which the main forces are integrated with regional
forces, the regular army with guerrilla units and people's
militia, and the armed masses with unarmed masses, can
bring victory over an enemy many times stronget than ourselves. Hence, in strategy, the Red Army must oppose a
war of quick decision and in tactics, must oppose pr.otractcd
fighting; in strategy, it must adhere firmly to protracted
wartare and in tactics, to quick decisions; in campaigns and
battles it must oppose the use of the few to defeat the many
and must adhere firmly to the use of the many to defeat the
few. The Red Army must therefore carry out the following
strategic and tactical principles:
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Divide our forces to arouse the masses, concentrate ouf
to deal with the enemy;
Enemy advances, we fetreat; encmy camps, we harass;
cnemy tires, vre attack; en€my retreats, we pursue;
To cxtend stable base areas, employ the policy of advancing in waves; when pursued by a powerful enemy,
cmploy the policy of circling round;38
Lure the enemy in decP;3e
Concentrate supetior forces, pick the enemy's weak
spots, and fight when you are sure of wiping out part, or
the greater part, of the enemy in mobile warfare, so as to
crush the enemy forces one by one.ao
forces

Militarily, the various "Left" lines were diametrically opposed to the line of Comrade Mao Tse-tung. The putschism
of th" first "Left" line caused the Red Army to become
alienated from the masses of the people; the second "Left"
line led the Red Army into adventurist attacks. But neither
rvas completely systematized militarily. A fully integrated
system came only with the third "Left" line. On the question of building the army, the exponents of the third "Left"
line reduced the Red Army's threefold task to the single one
of fighting and neglected to educate the Red Army on the
correct relations between army and people, between army
and government and between officers and men; they de-

mnnd.d undue rcgrtlarization and opposed the then sound
guerrilla character of the Red Army as "guerrilla-ism";
political
f urthermore, they fostered formalism in the
work in the army. On the question of military oPerations, they de nied the premise that the eflemy iwas
strong and we wcre '"vcal<; they demandcd positional warfare and so-called "rcgular" wattare, which relied solely on
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the main forces; they demanded the strategy of a war of
quick decision and the tactics of protracted fighting; they
demanded "attack on all fronts" and "strike with two
fists"; they opposed luring the enemy in deep and regarded
necessary shifts of troops as "retreat and flightism" i and
they also demanded fixed battle lines and an absolutely centraiized command. In brief, they negated guerrilla warfate
and mobile warfare of a guerrilla character and did not
understand how to conduct a people's war correctly. During
the campaign against the fifth "encirclement and suppression",
the exponents of the third "Left" line began with adventurism in attack, advocating that we "engage the enemy outside the gates"; then they turned to conscrvatism in defence,
calling for division of our forces to defcnd everything, for
"shori, swift thrusts" and for "a contest of attrition"; and
they ended with real flightism, when they wcre compelled
to withdraw from the Kiangsi base area. Such were the
consequences of their attempt to substitute positional war'fate
for guerrilla and mobile warfare and to substitute "regttla{'
warlare for a correctly conducted people's war.
During the stages of strategic tetreat and strategic stalemate in the War of Resistance Against Japan, there has been
afl even greatet disparity between the enemy's strength and
our ov/n, and so the correct principle for the Eighth Route
Army and the New Fourth Army has been to "engage mainly
in guerrilla warfare, but lose no opportunity for mobile warfare under favourable conditions"- It would have been a
mistake to press for too much mobile watfate. But in the
approaching stage of strategic counter-offensive, iust as the
centre of gravity in the work of the whole Party will have
to be shifted from the countrysidc to thc cities, so in strategy
it will be necessary to shift from guerrilla warfare as primary
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to mobile and position al wafiate as primary, provided our
fotces obtain modern equipment. For this impcnding chan-S9,

too, the whole Party must make preparations with full
awafeness.

1.

OrganizationallY:

As Comrade Mao Tse-tung says, a correct political line
shoulcl be "from the masses, to the masses"' To ensure
that the line really comes from the masses and in particular
that it really goes back to the masses, there must be close
ties not only 6"t-o..n the Party and the masses outside the
tln.ty (b.t-len the class and the peoplc), but above all be,*..n ih" Party's leading bodics and the masses within the
Party (bet-een the cadr"s and the rank and file); in other
*otat,'there must be a correct organizational line' Therefo.e, i,rst as in each period of the Party's history Comrade
tutno i'r.-r.,ng has laij down a political line that represented
the interests of th" *nrr"s, so he has laid down an orgatizational line that serves the political line and maintains ties
There
,rirt ,h" masses both inside and outside thc Party' pcriod
the
during
this respect
*.t" i-p"t,ant developmengs in'W'ar,
which were crysrallized
of the Ag.r.iun Revoiutionary
Congress of the Foutth
Party
in the rellution of the Ninth

Re.l Army in r9z9.ar This resolution raised Party-building to
'ttr" ptrn. of iieologi.al and political principle and firmly
the leading role of proletarian ideology; it fought in
"pf,.ja
manner against the purely military viewpoint'
correct
a

individualism, equalitarianism, the

it
of these tendencies

putschism and other tendencies; and

and harmfulness
cortecting

them. At the

same time,

thercsolutionfirmtytrphcldstrictdetnocraticcentralism,opposing improper restrictions either on democracy or on cen65

tralisrn. Proceeding from the interests of the unity of the
whole Party, Comrade I,Iao Tse-tung insisted that the part
should obey the whole and, in accordance with the concrete
characteristics of the Chinese revolution, he defined the prop-

er relationships between uew and old cadrcs, between outside and local cadres, betrveen army cadres and other cadres

ment or dissatisfaction, or did not actively support the wrong
line or tkmly carcy it out; they stigmatized these comrades
with such labels as "Right opportunism", "the rich peasant

line", "the Lo Mirrg line", "the line of conciliation"

and

"doublc-dealing", waged "ruthless struggles" against them and

within the Party (that is, which did not subordinate
the partial interests of some of the Party members to the
interests of the whole Party and did not regard the leading
body of the Party as the concentrator of the will of the whole
Party). In particular, in order to enforce their will, the exponcnts of the third "Left" line invariably and indiscriminately branded all Party comrades who found the wrong line
impracticable and who therefore expressed doubt, disagree-

dealt them "mcrciless blows", and evcn conducted these
"inner-Party struggles" as if they were dcaling with criminals
and enemies. This wrong kind of inner-Party struggle became
the regular method by which the comrades who led or carried out the "Left" line raised their own prestige, enforced
their own demands and intimidated the cadres of the Party'
It violated the fundamental principle of democratic centralism within the Party, eliminated the democratic spirit of
criticism and self-criticism, turned Party discipline into
mechanical discipline and fostered tendencies to blind
obedience and docility; thus the development of vital and
creative Marxism was damaged and hampered. Combined
with this incorrect kind of innet-Party struggle was a factionalist policy towards cadres. The factionalists did not
regard the veteran cadres as valuable assets of the Party;
instead they attacked, punished and dismissed from the
central and local organizations large numbers of veteran
cadres who were experienced in work and had close ties
.with the masses but were uncongenial to the factionalists
and unwilling to be their blind followers and yes-men' Nor
did they give proper education to new cadres nor handle
their promotion seriously (especially those of working-class
origin); instead they rashly promoted new gadres and cadres
from outside r.vho lacked working experience and close ties
with the masscs but were congcrlial to the factionalists and
were merely theit blind followers and yes-men, and they
substituted these cadres for veterans in the central and local
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in the locality and betlveen cadres of different
departments or localities. Thus Comrade Mao Tse-tung
provided us with a model of how to combine perseverance
in truth as a matter of principle with submission to organization as a matter of discipline, a model of how to conduct
inner-Party struggles in a correct way while maintaining
inner-Party unity in a correct way. Conversely, whenever
an erroneolls political line became dominant, an erroneous
organizational line inevitably emerged, and the longer the
domination of the erroneous political line, the more the harm
done by its organizational line. Accordingly, the various
"Left" lines of the period of the Agrarian Revolutionary rff/ar
ttrere opposed not only to Comrade Mao Tse-tung's political
working

line but also to his organizational line; they created a

sec-

tarianism which alienated the masses outside the Party (that
is, which did not regard the Party as the representative of
the interests of the masses and the concentrator of the will
of the masses) as well as a sectarianism which alienated the
masses

organizations. Thus, they not only attackecl the old cadres
but spoiled the ncw ones. Moreover, in many places where
an incorrect policy for suppressing counter-revolutionaries
became entangled with the factionalist policy towards cadres,
large numbers of fine comrades were unjustly dealt with
under false charges, and this caused the Party most grievous
losses. Such factionalist errors very Steatly weakened the
Party, causing dislocation between higher and lorver orgatiza'
tions and many other anomalies in the Party.
This Enlarged Seventh Plenary Session hereby declares:
Any penalty, or arry part of a pcnalty, that was wrongly inflictcd upon a comradc by the exponents of the erroneous
line shall be rescinded in accordance with circumstances.
Every comrade who upon investigation is proved to have
fallen victim to false charges shall be exonerated and reinstated as a Party member, and his memory shall be held in
honour by all comrades.

4.

Idcologically:

The correctness or incorrectness of any political, military
or organizational line has idcological roots - it dcpends on
whethcr or not the line starts from Marxist-Leninist dialectical materialism and historical materialism and whether or
not the line starts from the obiective rcalities of the Chinese
revolution and the objective needs of the Chinese people.
From the very day he embraced the cause of the Chinese
revolution, Comrade Mao Tse-tung has devoted himself to
applying the'universal truth of Marxism-Leninism to the investigation and study of the actual conditions of Chinese
society; time and again cluring the period of the Agrarian
Revolutionzrry War, he laid great stress on the principle,
"No investigation, no right to spcak", and timc and again
fought against the dangcrs of dogmatism and subiectivism.
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military and otganizational lines laid
tlown by Comrade Mao Tse-tung in that period were brilliant achievements which he made on the basis of the
universal truth of Marxism-Leninism, of dialectical and
historical materialism, by his concrete analysis of the actual
situation and its characteristics inside and outside the country and inside and outside the Party and by his concrete
summing up of the historical experience of the Chinese
rcvolution, and especially of the t924-27 revolution. For
Chinese Communists, living and fighting in China, the purpose of studying dialectical materialism and historical materialism should be to apply them to the study and solution
of the practical problems of the Chinese revolution, as Comrade Mao Tse-tung has done. But, of course, none of the
comrades who committed "Left" errors was able at that
time to understand or accept his method, and the exponents
of the third "Lefu" line even slandercd him as being a "narrow empiricist". The reason was that their ideology was
rooted in subiectivism and fotmalism and, during the domination of the third "Left" line, this expressed itself in a still more
pronounced form as dogmatism. It is characteristic of dogl

rrclccd, the political,

it does not start from actual conditions but from
particular words and phrases taken out of books. The dogmatists did not base themselves on the Marxist-Leninist
standpoint and method to make a serious study of China's
past and present - political, military, economic and cultural
and of the practical experience of the Chinese revolution,
matism that

-

conclusions as a guide to action in the Chinese
revolutl'on and to test the validity of these conclusions in
the practice of the masses. On the contrary, throwing away
thc essence of Marxism-Leninism, they trar.rsported particular
words and phrases from Marxist-Leninist literature into

to draw
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the country and took them for dogma, without any study
as to whether these quotations were suited to the actual
conditions of present-day China. Inevitably, therefore, the
"theories" of the dogmatists were divorced from rcality,
their leadership was divorced from the masses and instead
of seeking truth from facts they rvere opinionated, arrogant,
glib and afraid of corrcct criticism and self-criticism.
Empiricist ideology, which was the collaborator and assistant of dogmatism in the period of its domination, is likewise a manifestation of subiectivism and formalism. Empiricism differs from dogmatism in that it starts not from
books but from narrow experience. It should be emphasized
that all the useful experiences gained by vast numbers
of comrades in practical work are most precious assets. It
is definitely not empiricism, but Marxism-Leninism, to sum
up such experiences scientifically as the guide to future action, just as it is definitely not dogmatism, but MarxismLeninism, to take the thcories and principles of MarxismLeninism as the guide to revolutionary action and not as
dogma. But among all the comrades versed in practical
work, if there are some who remain satisfied with their own
limited experience and with that alone, who take it for dogma that can be applied everywhere, who do not undetstand
and moreover do not want to acknowledge the truth that
"without a revolutionary theory thete can be no revolutionary movement"4z and that "in order to lead, ofle must
fotesee",43 and who coflsequently belittle the study of
Marxism-Leninism which is the summation of world revolutionary experience, ar,d are infatuated with a r,affow practicalism which is devoid of principle and with a brainless
routinism that does not lcad anywhere; and if they
nevertheless sit and give orders from on high, if in their
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purblindness style themselves heroes, put on the airs of
vctc(afls and refuse to heed the criticism of comtades or to
practise self-criticism - then indeed these comrades have become empiricists. Thus, in spite of their different points of
departure, the empiricists and the dogmatists were essentially
one in their method of thinking. Both severed the universal
truth of Marxism-Leninism from the concrete practice of the
Chinese revolution; both violated dialectical and historical
materialism and magnified partial and relative truths iflto
universal and absolute truths; and the thinking of neither
corresponded to the objective, actual situation as a whole.
Ifence they shared many misconceptions about Chinese so-

ciety and the Chinese revolution (for instance, their erroneous views about the cities as the centre of gravity, about
work in the White areas as the centre of gravity and their
erroneous views about "tegrtlat" warfate, irrespective of
actual conditions). Such were the ideological roots which
made it possible for these two different sets of comrades
to collaborate. On account of their limited and narrow experience, most of the empiricists lacked independent, clearcut and systematic views on problems of a general flature
and therefore they usually played second fiddle in their association with the dogmatists; but the history of our Party
proves that it would not have been easy for the dogmatists
to have "spread their poison throughout the Party" without
the collaboration of the empiricists; and after the defeat of
dogmatism, empiricism becatne the main obstacle to the
development of Marxism-Leninism in the Party. Hence we
must overcome not only subiectivist dogmatism but also subjectivist empiricism. Only by completely overcoming both
dogmatist and empiricist ideology can the Marxist-Leninist
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ideology, linc and style

ol work

spread

far and wide and

drurination of the erroneous line that these achievements
wcrc in the encl destr:oyed. The Party and thc people will
I'orcvct (evcre all the lcadcrs, leading pcrsonnel and cadres
inside and outside the Party, all the members of the Party
and the masses who heroically sacrificed their lives in the
interests of the people during the domination of the various
crroneous lines, just as they revere those who sacrificed their
lives in other periods of the Party's history.

v
The errors of the "Left" line in the four aspects discussed
above were not accidental; they had very deep social roots.
Just as the correct line represented by Comrade Mao

Tse-tung reflected the ideology of the advanced elements
of the Chinese ptolct^riat, so the "Left" line reflected the
ideology of the Chinese petty-bourgeois democrats. Semicolonial and semi-feudal China is a country with an enormous
petty bourgeoisie. Not only is out Party surrounded by
this vast stratum; within the Party too, people of pettybourgeois origin make up most of the membership, the reason being that large numbers of petty-bourgeois revolutionary democrats have turned to the proletariat for a way out
oi their predicament, because in China a strong petty-

prebroad masses of the soldiers and the people' It was
years
several
cisely because of these achievements that over
we were able to sustaifl the war against the attacks of the
and to hit him hard; and it was only because of the

"n.*y
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bourgeois political party has been rendered impossible by the
great world victories of Marxism-Leninism following the
October Revolution, by the existing social and political conditions in China, and especially by the historical development of the Kuomintang and the Communist Party. Moreover, in the economic conditions of China, even the masses
of workcrs and Party members of working-class origin are
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not
liable to have a petty-bourgeois tinge' It is therefore
should
ideologv
pettv-bourgeois
thai
;;;ri;* b;t in"rritnbl.
;;d;;;;& be r.fl.ct"d inside oui Partv in everv shape and

form.
--

A*ong the petty-bourgeois masses outside the Party' in
the Chiaddition to the peasants 'iho fot* the main force in
bourpetty
urban
n"r" bou.g.oir-iemocratic revolution, the
the
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tirne should givc them appropriate education so as to
strcngthen our alliance with them.
But the case is entirely different with those people of
pctty-bourgeois origin who have voluntarily abandoned their
original class stand and joined the party of the pr.oletatiat.
The Party should adopt a policy towards them that differs

in

principle from the policy towards the petfy-bourgeois
the Party. Since such people were close to
the proletariat to begin with and ioined its party voluntarily,
they can gradually bccorne proletarian in their ideology
through Marxist-Leninist education in the Party and steeling in mass revolutionary struggles, and they can be of great
service to thc proletariau forces. In fact, the overwhelming
maiority of thc people of petty-bourgeois origin who have
joined our Party have fought bravely, made sacrifices for the
masses outside

Party and the people and progressed ideologically, and many
become Marxist-Leninists. It has to
bc emphasized, however, that the revolutionary chatacter of.
the petty bourgcois who has not yet been proletarianized is
esscntially different from the revolutionary character of the
proletarian, and that this difference can often develop into
a state of antagonism. Party members with a petty-bourgeois
revolutionary chatactil have ioined the Patty orgatizationally, but they have not yet ioined the Party ideologically,

of them have already

or have not done so fully, and they are often liberals,

re-

formists, anarchists, Blanquists,as etc. in the guise of MarxistLeninists. Such being the case, not only are they incapable
of leading to victory China's communist movement of tomorrow, but they cannot even lead to victory her New Democratic movement of today. If the advanccd elements of
the proletariat do not draw a firm and sharp line between
Marxist-Leninist ideology and the original ideology of those

Party members who came from the petty bourgeoisie and do
not educate them antl struggle rvith them in a serious but
appropriate and patient way, it will be impossible to over.o*. th"i. petty-bourgeois ideology, and what is more, these
members will inevitably strive to remould the vanguard of
Party leaderthe proletariat in their o
d the people'
ship, thus damaging the
ide the PartY
Thi more numerous the
and the more numerous the members of petty-bourgeois

within the Party of the class struggle outside it, and the
political, military, organizational ar,d ideological errors of

lh. "L"ft"

lines discussed above have been reflections in
the Party of precisely this petty-bourgeois ideology. This
question may be analysed from three aspects.
Fitst, the method of thinking. The petty-bourgeois method of thinking manifests itself basically in subiectivism and
one-sidedness in viewing problems, that is, it does
not proceed from an obiective and comprehensive picture of the balance o[ class forces, but takes subiective
wishes, impressions and empty talk for reality, takes a
single aspcct for all aspects, the part for the whole and the
tree for the forest' Petty-bourgeois intellectuals, being
detached from the actual process of production, have only
book knowledge, lack perceptual knowledge, and so their
method of thinking is apt to manifest itself in the dogmadsm discussed above. Those petty-bourgeois elements asso76

ciated with production, though they have some perceptual
knowledge, suffer from the limitations chatacteristic of petty
production - narrowness, diffuseness, isolation and conservatism - and so their method of thinking is apt to manifesr
itself in the empiricism discussed above.
Second, political tendency. The political tendency of the
petty bourgeoisie is apt to manifest itself in vacillation between the Left and the Right because of its mode of
life and the resulting subjectivism and one-sidedness of
its method of thinking. Many representatives of the pettybourgeois revolutionaries hope for an immediate victory of
the revolution in order to bring about a radical change in
their present status; therefore, they lack the patience needed
for protracted revolutionary endeavortr, are fond of "Left"
revolutionary phrases and slogans and, in their sentiments
and actions, are given to closed-doorism or adventurism. Reflected in the Party, this petty-bourgeois tendency gave rise
to the various errors of the "Lef.t" line on the questions we
have discussed above, namely, the tasks of the revolution,
the revolutionary base areas, the direction o[ tactics and the

military line.
But the same petty-bourgeois revolutionaries when placed
in a different set of circumstances - or another section of
the petty-bourgeois revolutionaries - may become pessimistic
and despondent and express Rightist sentiments and views,
tailing after the bourgeoisie. The Chen Tu-hsiuism of the
latter period of the ry24-27 revolution, the Chang Kuo-taoism

of the latter period of the Agrarian Revolution and the
flightism of the early period of the Long March were all
reflections within the Party of such petty-bourgeois Rightist
ideology. And during the War of Resistance Against Japan,
capitulationist ideas appeared once again. Generally speak77
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was therefore incompatible with the Party's principle of
with the masses, incompatible with the democratic
centralism of the Party and with Party discipline. This
tendency frequently took such forms as bureaucracy, patriar
chalism, punitiveness, commandism, individualist heroism,
semi-anarchism, liberalism, ultra-democracy, assertion of
"independence", the guild mentality, "mountain-strongholdism",a6 favouritism towards fellow-townsmen and schoolmates, factional squabblcs and rascally tricks, all of which
undermine the Party's ties with the masses of the people and
close links

under the stress of changing conditions, are features of the
bad side of petty-bourgeois ideology. They are all reflections in the ideological sphcre of the unstable economic

its clans and guilds, the tendency of the petty boutgeoisie
in organizational life is apt to manifest itself in individualism

and sectarianism, which alienate the rnasses. This tendency,
when refiected in the Party, led to the erroneous, "Left"
organizational linc, which was discussed above' The circulstancc that the Party liad fot a long time been fighting
a scatteted guerrilla war in the countryside made it still
easier for this tendency to grow. This tendency consisted
not of working selflessly for the Party and the people, but
of making use of the strength of the Party and the people and
undcrmining their interests for personal or sectarian ends;

its internal unity.
These are the three aspects of petty-bourgeois ideology.
The subjectivism in ideology, the "Left" and Right deviations in politics and the sectarianism in organization which
have all appeared on various occasions in our Party, ate
obviously anti-Marxist-Leninist and anti-proletarian manifestations of petty-bourgeois ideology, whether or not they
crystallize into a line and gain control of the Party leadetship. In the interests of the Party and the people, it is
absolutely necessary to use the method of education to
analyse and overcome pctty-bou(geois ideology within the
Party, and to help transform it into proletarian ideology.
VI

It can be seen from above that the vatious "Left" lines,
and especially the third "Left" line which dominated the
whole Party, were not accidental but were the products of
specific social and historical conditions. Hence if we are to
overcome erroneous "Left" or Right idcology, we cannot go
about it eithcr casually or impetuously, but must deepen
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Marxist-Leninist education and raise the ability of the whole
Party to differcntiate between proletarian and petty-bourgeois
ideology; we must
develop criticism a

of patient persuasio
of errors and their
ideological roots as well as the means of correcting them'
Such is the proper attitude for Marxist-Leninists in overcoming errors within the Patty. This Enlarged Seventh
Plenary Session points out that the policy Comrade Mao
Tse-tung has adopted for the present rectification movement
throughout the Party and for the study of Party history,
namely, "learn from past mistakes to avoid future ones, cure
the sickness to save the patient", and "achieve clarity in ideology and unity among comrades",4? is a model of the correct
,iiitrde for Marxist-Leninists in overcoming errors within the
Party. Therefore it has led to Sreat achievements in uniting
and raising the level of the whole Party ideologically, politically and organizationally.
This Enlarged Seventh Plenary Session points out that
the struggles which the Party wagcd in the course of its
history against Chen Tu-hsiuism and Li Li-sanism were
absolutely necessary. The defect in these struggles rilas that
they were not undertaken consciously as serious steps for
correcting the petty-bourgeois ideology which existed on a
serious scale in the Party; consequently they neither clarified
thoroughly the ideological essence and roots of the errors
nor indicated properly the methods of correcting them, and
so it was easy for these errors to recur. Moreovef, undue
stress was placed on personal responsibility in the belief that
once an erring comrade was attacked the problem was
solvcd. Having examined the errors committed during and
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after the Fourth Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee, the Party considers that such defects must be avoided
in all future inner-Party ideological strugSles and that Comrade Mao Tse-tung's policy must be applied resolutely. So
long as any comrade who has erred in the past understands
his errors and has begun to corrcct them, we should welcome

him without preiudice and unite with him to work for the
Party. !fle should take a sincere and comradely attitude
even towards those comrades who have not yet properly
understood and corrected their errots but who no longer persist in them, and we should help them to achieve understanding and correct the errors. The whole Party is now
unanimous in its understanding of the erroneous lines of the
past. The whole Party has rallied round the Central Committee headed by Comrade Mao Tse-tung. Therefore, the
task of the entire Party from now on is to strengthen unity
by clarifying thinking and holding fast to principle - to "unite
the whole Party like one harmonious family, like solid steel,
f Resistance
in order to fight for total vict
of the ChiAgainst Japan atd for the co
f this Resonese people", as stated in the

lution. All our Party's an

and

con-

troversies concerning questions of Party history should start
from the desire for unity and arcive at unity; any violation

with its sectarian tendencies
serious sectarianism
although
quite widespread

since "mountain-strongholdism"

is still
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has been mainly overcome in the Party, the whole Party
should be alert to the fact that a long process of continuous
struggle to overcome \r/rong ideas is required if the Party is
to achieve complete Marxist-Leninist ideological unity. This
Enlarged Seventh Plcnary Session therefore resolves that the
whole Party must strengthen its Marxist-Leninist ideological
education and stress the linking of Marxism-Leninism with
the practice of the Chinese revolution, so as further to develop a correct Party style of work and overcome completely
such tendencies as dogmatism, empiricism, sectarianism and
"mountain-strongholdism".

VII

This Enlarged Seventh Plenary Session declares emphatically that the practice of the Chinese revolution during the
last twenty-four years has proved, and continues to prove,
that the line represented by Comrade Mao Tse-tung, the
line of struggle of our Party and of the people of the whole
country, is entirely correct. The great successes achieved
by our Party in the present War of Resistance and the decisive role our Party has played testify most vividly to the

that the Party has grown firmer. and stronger. Today, with
unprecedented unanimity the whole Party recognizes the
correctness of Comrade Mao Tse-tung's line and with unprececlented political consciousness rallies under his banner. As
Marxist-Leninist ideology, which Comrade Mao Tse-tung
represeflts, grips more and more of the cadres, the Party
mcmbers and the masses of the people more and more profoundly, the result will surely be tremendous progress and invincible strength for the Party and the Chinese revolution.
This Enlarged Seventh Plenary Session of the Sixth Central Committee is firmly convinced that under the correct
leadership of the Central Committee headed by Comrade
Mao Tse-tung, the Communist Party of China, with the rich
experience of the three revolutionaty struggles - the Northern Expedition, the Agrarian Revolutionary War and the
War of Resistance Against Japan-will assuredly lead the
Chinese revolution to complete victory.

NOTES

Right errors in the Party during cettain periods were only
partial phenomena. It was difficult to avoid such phenomena completely at a time when the Party lacked adequate
experience and political consciousness. Furthermore, it has
been precisely through the struggle to overcome these errors

llr, r9z4 Dr, Sun Yat-sen, in alliance with the Communist Party and
the revolutionary workers and peasants, defeated the "Merchant Corps",
an armed force of the compradors and evil gentry which engaged in
counter-revolutionary activities in Canton in league with the British impetialists. Early in ry25 the revolutionary army which had been founded
on the basis of co-operation between the Kuomintang and the Communist
Party set out from Canton on its Eastward Expedition and, with the
suppor! of the peasants, defeated the ttoops of the watlord Chen Chiungming. Then it returned to Cantofl and ovetchrew the Kwangsi and
Yunnan warlords who had entrenched themselves there. That autumn
it undertook its Second Easterfl Campaign and finally wiped out Chen
Chiung-ming's forces. These campaigns, in which members of the Communist Party and the Communist Youth League fought heroically in the
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correctness of this line. When viewed in relation to the
Chinese revolution as a whole with its stormy development,
great achievements and rich experience in the past twentyfour years under the leadership of our Party, the "Left" and

front ranks, brought about the political unification of Kwangtung Province
and prepared the way for the Northern Expedition'

the Central Committee, established his own bogus Centtal Committee'
disrupted the unity of the Party and the Red Army, and caused heavy
losses to its Fourth Front Army. The Fourth Front Army and its nu'
merous cadres, thanks to patieot education by Comrade Mao Tse-tung

and the Central Committee, soon came back under the correct leadership
of the Central Committee of the Party and played an honourable part
in subsequent struggles. Chang Kuo-tao, however, proved incorrigible
and in thi spring oI 1938 ran away from the Shensi-Kansu-Ningsia Botder
Region and foined the Kuomintang secret police.
5 After the defeat of the Chinese revolution it t927, a small number
hen Tu-hsiu and
of Trotskyite
ionarY grouP in
s
other renega
saYing that the
uti
rgz:,. Ttey
cratic revolution,
ed
Kuomintang

in November 1929. He died in

ry42.
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various activities that helPed the latter.
6 See Note
4 of "Our Study and the Current Situation".
7 The First Front Army of thc Red Army launched its second offensive
against Changsha, capital of Hunan Province, in September r93o. As
thl enemy forces put up a stubborn defence behind fottifications and
had the suppott of aircraft and warships, the Red Atmy failed to capture
the city eveo after prolonged attacks. Meanwhile, enemy teinforcements
were concentrating and the situation became unfavoutable for the Red
cadres of the First
Army. Comrade Mao Tse-tu
Changsha, and then
Front Army the need to withd
ey ciry of Kiukiang
persuaded them to give up th
nd to change their
in northern Kiangsi and atta
policy and divide their forces in order to attack Chaling, Yuhsien and
Liling Counties in Hunan and Pinghsiang and Kian Counties in Kiangsi.
This enabled the First Front Atmy to expand greatly.
s Comrade Chu Chiu-pai, one of the earliest members and leadets
of the Chinese Communist Party, was elected to the Central Committee
at the Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth National Congresses of the Party
in the years r9z3-28. During the First Revolutionary Civil Var he
actively fought against the anti-Communist, anti-popular "Tai Chi-tao
B5

doctrine" of the Kuomintang's right-wing and against the

Right

vincial Committee in Shnnghai and as secretary oi its Pcasant Department. In r91r he u,as arrested by the Chiang Kai-shek gang and clied

a

September r93o hc conductcd the Third Plenaty Session of the Sixth
Cent.ul Com*ittce of the Parry, which put an end to the Li Li-san
line that was harming the Party. However, at the Fourth Plenary
Session of the Sixth Central Committce in January t97, he was attacked
and was Pushed out of the
by the

In

3 he wotked in the revoluco-operation with Lu Hsun'

central
tionary
ln ryy
mission

Kiangsi and was made Comers' and Peasants' Democratic

Cenral Government. When the main forces of the Red Army

em-

barked on the Long Match, he was asked to stay behind in the Kiangsi
base area. In March 1935 Comrade Chu Chiu-pai was arrested by the
Chiang Kai.shek gang in the Fukien guerrilla area and on June r8 he
died a martyr's dea.th in Changting, Fukien Province.
s Comrade Lin Yu-nan, a member of the Chinese Communist Party and
one of the early leaders and organizers of the Chinese ttade union movement, was director of the !0uhan office of the Chinese Tracle Union
Secretariat, a member of the Executive Committee and concufrently
secretary-general of the All-China Federation of Trade Unions. In r93t
he was-airested by the Chiang Kai-shek gang and died a martyr's death
at Lunghua in Shanghai.
10 Comrade Li Chiu-shih, a membcr of the Chinese Communist Party,
served in I928 on the Central Cornmittee of the Chinese Communist
Youth League and was head of its Propaganda Department and chief
editor of its orgun, Cbinese Youtb. In r91r, when he was rvorking in the
Propaganda Department of the Central Committee of the Patty, he was
,.r"r,.d by the Chiang Kai-shek gang in Shanghai and died a martyt's
death at Lunghua.
11 Comrade Ho Meng-hsiung, a membet of the Chinese Communist
Party, was one of the eatly orgatizers of the trade union movement in

nortirern China and founder
Peking-Suiyuan

in

of the Railway Workers' Union on

Line. After the Kuomintang betrayed the

ry:u1, he served as a membet of

the

revolution
the Communlst Party's Kiangsu Pro-
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rtrart).r's deat[r at Luughua.

12 Comrade Chin Pang-hsien, also known
as Po Ku, was a member
of the Chinese Communist Party. From Septcmber tglt to Jamary ry15
he headed first the Party's Prov.isional Central Bureau in Shanghai and
thcn its Central Bureau in the Red base areas. During this period he
committed the scrious crror of the "Left" line. Hc worked in the South-

ern Bureau of the Party's Central Commictee during the early period
of the War of Resistance Against Japan. After r94r, under the leadership

of Comrade Mao Tse-tung, he founded and directed the Cbiel:f ang
Jibl)ao (Libetdtion Dnill) and the Hsinhua News Agency in Yenan.
I{e was re-clcctcd to thc Ccnral Cornmittee at the Sevcnfh National
Congrcss of thc Party in ry41. In Fcbruary ryq6 he went to Chungking
to ta[<e part in the ncgotiations with the Kuomintatrg. ]Ic died in April
in an aeroplane crash on his way birck to Ycnan.
13

"LeIt" crrors, arrived in the
of ry75 in thc Northern Shcnsi Revolutionary Base Arca

Comrade Chu Li-chih, who committed

autumn

(cornprising thc Shensi-Kansu border area and northern Shensi) as a
rcprescntative of the Ccntral Committee. In collaboration with Comtade
Kuo Hung-tao, who was therc and who also committcd "Left" errors, he

catriecl through the "Left" opportunist line in political, military and
organizational work, and they pushcd out Liu Chih-tan and other comrades who had pursued the correct line and had built up the Red Army
and the revolutionary base area in northern Shensi. Thcn, in the work
of suppressing couflter-revolutionaries, they made the scrious error of arresting a large number of cadres who were carrying out the correct line,
and thus created a grave crisis in the Northern Shensi Revolutionary
Base Area. The Centtal Committe e of the Party, which arrived in
- northcrn Shensi in November ry35 after the Long March, corrected these
"Left" errors, relcased Liu Chih-tan and the othcr comrades from prison,
and thus savcd thc Northern Shcnsi Revolutionary Base Arca from its
dangcrous situation.
14 See "Questions of the Chinese Revolution",
J. Y. Stalin, Works,
Eng. ed., I\{oscow, t914, Yol. IX, "The Prospects of the Rcvolution in
China", J,. V. Stalin, \Y/orks, Yol. VIII and "The Revolution in China
and the Tasks of the Comintern", J. V. Stalin,'Works, Vol. IX, Part II.
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"struggles in the Chingkang Mountairis"' section on "The
ol Mao
Question ,f the Character o[ the Revolution", Selected Votks
Tse-tung, Yol, l.
r? From the "Letter of the Party Committee of the ["root in the Chingkang Mountains to the Central Committee" in April 1929, quoted io "A
Single Spark Can Start a Prairie Fite", Selected W'orks ol Mao Tse-lung,

Vol. I.

"!(hy Can China's Red Political Power Exist?" and the
"struggles in ihe Chingkang Mountairs", Selected Vo*s ol Mao Tse'
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The six conditions were those in the "Chinese People's Basic Pro-

gramme

ty of

for Fighting Japan", proposed

ry14 ard published over the
(Mme. Sun' Yat-sen) and others. Th
rll ,h" ,"r, laod and air forces to figh
throughout the country; G) Arm the whole people;

China

Ching Ling

in April

r)
(4)

Mobilize

the people
Confiscate

the property of the Japanese imperialists in China and the P(operty
of the traitors to defray wat exPenses; (5) Establish an all-China committee for armed national self-defence, to be elected by the representatives of wotkers, peasants, soldiers, intellectuals and businessmen;
(6) Form an alliance with all the forces opposed to the Japaaese
imperialists, and establish friendly relations with all the countries that
observe benevolent oeuttalitY'
21 From "The Prospects o[ the Revolutioo in China", J. V. Stalin,
\Vozks, Vol. VIII.
22 See "Why Can China's Red Political Power Exist?" and "A Single
Spark Can Stait a Prairie Fire", Selected V'orks ol Mao Tse'tung, Yol' l'
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2e From the
"Letter of the Party Committee of the Front in the Chingkang Mountains to the Central Committee" in April t929, quoted in "A
Single Spark Can Start a Prairie Fire", Selected Vorks of Mao Tse-tang,
Vol. I.
30 From
"General Resolution of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China oo the Fight Against the Enemy's Fifth Campaign
of 'Encirclement and Suppression' " (Resolution o[ the Tsunyi Meeting),
31 From
"Problems o[ Strategy in the Revolutionary Iflar in China",
Selected. Vorks ol Mao Tse-tilng, Vol. I, Chapter III.
32 See
"On Policy", Selected, Works ol Mao Tse'tung, Vol. II.
33 From Comrade Liu Shao-chi's
"Eliminate Closed-Doorism and
Adventurism".
34 From Comrade Liu Shao-chi's "Letter to the Central Committee on
Past Work in the \(hite Areas".
35 From Comrade Liu Shao-chi's "Eliminate Closed-Doorism and
Advcnturism".
3c Lo Ming, formerly a member of the Chinese Communist Party, was
the acting secretary of the Fukien Provincial Committee of the Central
Rcd Base Area in 1933. He was attacked by the "Leftists" because he
held that as the Party was confronted with a rather difficult situation
in Shanghang, Yungting and other outlying parts of western Fukien, its

policy there should be different from that in the stable base areas. The
"Leftists" wrongly and exaggeratedly represented his views as "a line

of

opportunist-liquidationist

flight and rctreat, due to

pessimism and

despair about the revolution", and, organizationally, waged the so-called

"struggle against the Lo Ming line".
st The Three Main Rules of Discipline and the Eight Points for Attention were drawn up by Comrade Mao Tse-tung for the Chinesc
'Workers' and Peasants' Red Army during the Agrarian Revolutionary
rffar and were later adopted as rules of discipline by the Eighth Route
Army and the New Fourth Army and the preseflt People's Liberation
Army. As these rulcs varie d slightly in content in the army units of
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differcnt areas, the General Fleadquarters of the Chinese People's Libcration Army in October 1947 issued a standard version as follows:
7.'l:e Tbree Main R*les ol Discipline:
(,) Obcy oldcrs in all your actions.

(r) Do not take a single needle or piece of
G) Turn in everything captured.
Tbe Eight Points lor Attention:
G) Speak politely.
(r) Pay fairly for what you buy.
G) Retutn everything you borrow.
Q) Pay for anything you damage.
(l) Do not hit or swear at people.
(6) Do not damage crops.
0 Do not takc Iiberties with women,
(8) Do not ill-treat captivcs.

thread from the masses.

38 From the "Lctter of dre Party Committce of the Front in the Chingkang Motrntains to thc Central Committce" in April ryzg, quoted in "A
Singte Spark Can Start a Prairie Fite", Selected. Works of Mao Tse-trng,

Vol. I.

o[ Strategy in the Rcvolutionary War in China",
Vorks ot' Mao Tse-t*ng, Vol. I, Chaptcr V.
40 From "The Conclusions of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China on Breaking Through the Enemy's Fifth Campaign of
rc See "Problems

Sclectetl

'Encirclement and Suppression' ", February r93y.
41 See "On Rcctifying !7rong Ideas in the Party", Selected Vorks ol

Mao Tse-tung, Yol. l.
42 From Lenin's 'Wbat Is To Be Done?, Bn.g. ed., Moscow, 1947,
Chapter I, Part IV.
43 From Stalin's
"The W'ork of the April Joint Plenum of the Central
Committce and Central Control Commission", a report at a meeting of
the activists of the Party organizations in Moscow, dclivered on April
4, 1928, see Vork,s, Eng. ed., Moscow, r9y4, Vol. XI.
44 From "Out Study and the Cutrent Situation".
a5 Blanquism rcfcrs to the ideology of revolutionary adventurism
as represcnted in France by ,\uguste Blanqui (I8o1-8I). The Blanquists
denied class struggle, and imagined that mankind could be delivered
from the system of capitalist exploitation not through the class struggle
of the prolctariat, but through conspiracy by a handful of iutellectuals.
46 See Note
7 of "Our Study and the Current Situation".
47 From "Our Study and the Current Situation".
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